
Stalking through the smog-wreathed 
gloom, bands of Chaos Space Marines 
come seeking glorious reward from 
the Dark Gods. Murderers and 
madmen gifted with superhuman 
strength, resilience and speed, they 
are monsters clad in baroque power 
armour who slaughter all in their 
path. Zealous cultists accompany 
their masters to battle, motivated by a 
mixture of terror, hate and desperate 
ambition. As the servants of Chaos 
accrue wealth, they funnel it into their 
preparations for abhorrent summoning 
rituals, fuelling monstrous braziers 
and sacrificial pyres in the hopes of 
conjuring Daemons into reality, and 
thus overrunning their foes for good. 

CHAOS SPACE MARINES SPECIAL RULES
The following special rule applies to all 
members of a Chaos Space Marines kill 
team, other than Chaos Cultists.

Marks of Chaos: When you recruit a 
model with this ability, pick a Mark 
of Chaos to give them and modify 
your roster accordingly: 
 
– Khorne: Add 1 to the fighter’s 
Attacks characteristic. 
– Tzeentch: The fighter has a 5+ 
invulnerable save. 
– Nurgle: Add 1 to the fighter’s 
Toughness characteristic. 
– Slaanesh: Add 1 to the fighter’s 
Initiative characteristic. 
– Undivided: Add 1 to the fighter’s 
Leadership characteristic.

Note that once you have given a fighter a 
Mark of Chaos, you cannot change it.

USING A CHAOS SPACE MARINES KILL TEAM
A Chaos Space Marines kill team 
follows all of the normal rules, with the 
following exceptions:

– When a Chaos Cultist earns his third 
‘Mission Completed’ mark, he does 
not get promoted in the usual manner. 
That Chaos Cultist becomes a Trooper 
and may be given skills in the future as 
normal, but their characteristics and 
equipment remain the same.

ASPIRING CHAMPION Kill Team Leader Cost to recruit: 225 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Aspiring Champion 4" 4 4 4 4 1 4 2 9
 
Masterful killers who walk the path to glory or damnation, Aspiring Champions 
butcher their enemies in the name of the Dark Gods. 

Wargear: An Aspiring Champion has a combat blade and power armour. In 
addition, an Aspiring Champion can be armed with items chosen from 
the Chaos Space Marines Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Basic Weapons, 
Ammunition, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

Champion of Chaos: If an Aspiring Champion takes an enemy leader out of 
action in hand-to-hand combat, you can make a roll on the Advance table and 
apply its effects immediately.

CHAOS SPACE MARINE Trooper Cost to recruit: 120 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Chaos Space Marine 4" 4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8
 
Whether ancient traitor or more recently rebelled renegade, every Chaos Space 
Marine is a powerful warrior who kills without mercy or hesitation. 

Wargear: A Chaos Space Marine has a combat blade and power armour. In 
addition, a Chaos Space Marine can be armed with items chosen from the 
Chaos Space Marines Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Basic Weapons, 
Ammunition, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

CHAOS CULTIST New Recruit Cost to recruit: 40 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Chaos Cultist 4" 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 7
 
Though the Chaos Space Marines see them as little more than expendable 
vermin, Chaos Cultists fight with desperate fervour to earn their masters’ favour.

Wargear: All Chaos Cultists have a combat blade and improvised armour. In 
addition, a Chaos Cultist can be armed with items chosen from the Chaos 
Cultists Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Basic Weapons and Miscellaneous 
Equipment lists.

CHAOS GUNNER Specialist Cost to recruit: 130 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Chaos Gunner 4" 4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8
 
Certain Chaos Space Marines excel in the use of potent ranged weaponry, 
slaughtering their enemies amidst storms of sulphurous firepower. 

Wargear: A Chaos Gunner has a combat blade and power armour. In addition, 
a Chaos Gunner can be armed with items chosen from the Chaos Space 
Marines Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Heavy Weapons, Special Weapons, 
Ammunition, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

CHAOS SPACE MARINE KILL TEAMS



CHAOS SPACE MARINE WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT LISTS
Ammunition
Inferno bolts* .........................................................25 points
* Can be purchased for bolt pistols or boltguns only. Fighters 
with the Mark of Tzeentch only.

Grenades
Frag grenades .........................................................25 points
Melta bombs* ..........................................................30 points
Blight grenades** ................................................... 35 points
Krak grenades .........................................................40 points
* Aspiring Champion only
** Fighters with the Mark of Nurgle only

Miscellaneous
Camo gear .................................................................5 points
Clip harness ............................................................ 10 points
Photo-visor .............................................................. 15 points
Red-dot laser sight ..................................................20 points
Telescopic sight .......................................................20 points
Weapon reload ..........................Half cost of weapon in points

Hand-to-Hand Weapons
Combat blade (knife) ..............................................5 points
Assault blade (sword) ............................................. 15 points
Chainsword .............................................................25 points
Power sword* .......................................................... 50 points
Power fist* ............................................................... 85 points
* Aspiring Champion only

Pistols
Bolt pistol ................................................................25 points
Plasma pistol* ......................................................... 50 points
* Aspiring Champion only

Basic Weapons
Boltgun .................................................................... 35 points

Heavy Weapons 
Autocannon .......................................................... 150 points
Heavy bolter .......................................................... 180 points
Missile launcher:
… with frag missiles ............................................. 175 points
… with super krak missiles .................................. 190 points
… with both ..........................................................225 points
Lascannon ............................................................. 250 points

Special Weapons 
Flamer .....................................................................40 points
Plasma gun ..............................................................80 points
Meltagun ................................................................. 95 points

CHAOS CULTISTS WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT LISTS
Miscellaneous
Weapon reload ..........................Half cost of weapon in points

Hand-to-Hand Weapons
Combat blade (knife) ..............................................5 points
Flail .......................................................................... 10 points
Assault blade (sword) ............................................. 15 points
Axe ........................................................................... 15 points
Bludgeon ................................................................. 15 points

Pistols
Autopistol ................................................................ 15 points

Basic Weapons
Autogun ..................................................................20 points
Shotgun ...................................................................20 points



HAND-TO-HAND WEAPONS
AXE
Baroque and heavy-bladed, the axes wielded by Chaos 
Cultists are ghoulish-looking murder weapons. 

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -

Dual-handed: An axe can be wielded in one hand using 
the profile above. Alternatively a fighter can wield an axe 
with both hands, in which case it confers a +1 bonus to 
their Strength.

BLUDGEON
Some Chaos Cultists wield improvised mauls, clubs or 
hammers to crush their enemies to their knees. 

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -

Concussive: A fighter who goes down as a result of an Injury 
roll made for this weapon is automatically taken out of 
action, even if the wielder is fighting other opponents.

CHAINFIST
Tipped with roaring chain-blades, these monstrous 
gauntlets can carve even a Space Marine in two. 

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat 8  D3  -7

Noisy: This weapon emits a loud and distinctive sound, so 
must test to see if the alarm is raised when used during 
missions such as The Raid.

FLAIL
The flails used by cultists are often nothing more than gore-
stained lumps of metal tied to strips of scavenged leather.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -

Flailing Attack: Enemy fighters cannot parry against a 
fighter that is attacking with a flail.

MUTATED LIMBS
The gifts of the Dark Gods can be hideous to behold, but 
lashing talons and pincer limbs are deadly in battle. 

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -1

Flailing Attack: Enemy fighters cannot parry against a 
fighter that is attacking with mutated limbs.

PISTOLS
AUTOPISTOL
The autopistol is a rapid-firing automatic pistol that is both 
easy to manufacture and simple to use, making it a favoured 
weapon amongst cultist organisations. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-8" 8-16" +2 - 3 1 - 4+

BASIC WEAPONS
AUTOGUN
Autoguns are manufactured in factories and underhive 
workshops across the Imperium. A sturdy frame combined 
with a high rate of fire makes an autogun a popular weapon 
on many an Imperial world. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" +1 - 3 1 - 4+

SPECIAL WEAPONS
COMBI-BOLTER
Two boltguns combined in a single housing and drawing 
rounds from a linked multi-hopper, this weapon can 
maintain a ferocious rate of fire. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" +1 - 4 1 -1 5+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

COMBI-FLAMER
The combi-flamer combines the prodigious stopping power 
of a boltgun with a single-shot flamer unit, perfect for 
filling a crawlway or ruin with scouring flame.

A combi-flamer can be fired either as a boltgun or a flamer, 
but can only be fired as a flamer once per game.

COMBI-MELTA
Combining a boltgun and a single shot melta unit, the 
combi-melta all but guarantees the death of a single, deeply 
unfortunate foe.

A combi-melta can be fired either as a boltgun or a 
meltagun, but can only be fired as a meltagun once 
per game.

WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT



HEAVY WEAPONS
AUTOCANNON
Heavy automatic cannons that fire shells the size of a 
man’s forearm, autocannons are designed to rip apart light 
vehicles. Against infantry, their effect is catastrophic. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-20" 20-40" - - 7 D3 -3 4+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

LASCANNON
The lascannon fires a concentrated stream of laser energy 
that can punch through a battle-tank. Fighters hit by such a 
weapon stand little chance of survival.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-24" 24-48" - - 9 D6 -6 5+

GRENADES
BLIGHT GRENADES
These foul bombs contain virulent toxins and diseased 
filth, that sprays a wide area when they detonate. Victims 
caught in the blast are riddled with pox and plague, and are 
quickly reduced to rotting cadavers.  

  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

  3  1  -1

Large Blast: Blight grenades erupt in a spray of foetid 
liquid; they use the large blast template.

Poisonous: Blight grenades always wound fighters on a 4+, 
regardless of their Toughness, unless a lower result would 
be required.

ARMOUR
IMPROVISED ARMOUR
Fashioned from ragged cloaks, scavenged wargear and 
crudely beaten metal plates, the improvised armour worn by 
Chaos Cultists offers poor protection at best. 

A fighter wearing improvised armour has a basic armour 
save of 6+.

SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT
JUMP PACK
Some Chaos Space Marines, most notably those of the Night 
Lords, favour the use of jet-powered jump packs to leap 
across the battlefield in soaring bounds. 

A fighter with a jump pack treats all terrain as open ground 
for the purposes of movement, but can’t end its move on 
impassable terrain.

AMMUNITION
INFERNO BOLTS
Rune-carved bolt shells used by the worshippers of 
Tzeentch, these projectiles can punch through power 
armour, and explode in searing blasts of Warp flame.

Weapons equipped with inferno bolts have the following 
profiles until they run out of ammunition, after which they 
may continue to fire with their standard ammunition.

Bolt Pistol

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-8" 8-16" +2 - 4 1 -3 5+

Boltgun

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" +1 - 4 1 -3 5+

Rare Ammunition: A fighter equipped with a weapon reload 
cannot re-roll a failed Ammo roll for their inferno bolts – 
the re-roll only applies to the first failed ammo roll they 
make for their weapon’s standard ammunition.



RAPTOR
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Raptor 8" 4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8
 
Airborne terror troops, Raptors are debased assault specialists who have been twisted by the power of the Warp. They leap 
into battle using jump packs, paralysing their victims with horrific screeches before pouncing and hacking them to pieces. 

Wargear: A Raptor has a chainsword, bolt pistol, frag and krak grenades, a jump pack and power armour. He may also do 
any of the following: 
Exchange his chainsword for a power sword or power fist. 
Exchange his bolt pistol for a plasma pistol. 
Pick a Mark of Chaos.

Killer Reputation: Raptors cause fear.

CHAOS TERMINATOR
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Chaos Terminator 4" 4 4 4 4 1 4 2 9
 
Veterans of a thousand battles, Chaos Terminators are lumbering behemoths of spiked armour and hatred who mow down 
any foolish enough to stand in their path. Though they are not swift, Chaos Terminators are all but impervious to harm 
thanks to their hulking Tactical Dreadnought armour, and their weapons are fearsome indeed. 

Wargear: A Chaos Terminator has a power maul, combi-bolter and Terminator armour. He may also pick a Mark of Chaos 
and do one of the following: 
Exchange his power maul for a chainfist, power axe or power fist. 
Exchange his combi-bolter for a combi-flamer or combi-melta. 
Exchange his power maul and combi-bolter for a pair of lightning claws.

Killer Reputation: Chaos Terminators cause fear.

Bounty: If a Chaos Terminator is down or out of action at the end of a mission, the enemy kill team secures an additional 
promethium cache.

CHAOS SPAWN
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
Chaos Spawn 2D6" 3 0 5 5 3 3 D6 10
 
Those who are overwhelmed by the mutative gifts of the Chaos Gods become revolting sub-human abominations known 
as Chaos Spawn. Heaving masses of screaming mouths, undulant flesh and snapping, claw-tipped tentacles, these twisted 
monstrosities lurch into the enemy ranks to rend, kill and devour at random. 

Wargear: A Chaos Spawn has mutated limbs. It may also pick a Mark of Chaos.

Killer Reputation: Chaos Spawn cause fear.

Shapeless Abomination: Before moving or attacking with a Chaos Spawn, randomly generate their characteristics 
as appropriate.

CHAOS SPACE MARINE SPECIAL OPERATIVES

‘I murdered thousands for the Emperor and he gave me nothing except his damning silence. Now his 
lapdogs yap for every life I take, whilst the gods promise me the galaxy.’  

- Svane Vulfbad



The skill tables are used to determine what skills your 
fighters gain as they advance. Your fighters are restricted 
to specific skill tables depending upon their faction and 
whether they are a trooper, specialist or kill team leader.

The different characters of the factions mean that they 
each have contrasting areas of strength and weakness. For 
example, as veterans of countless wars against humanity, the 
Chaos Space Marines are highly skilled at both ranged and 
close combat, while Space Marine Scouts favour stealth and 
guerilla tactics over blunt force.

Similarly, a fighter’s role counts for a great deal in terms 
of what skills they are able to learn. Kill team leaders and 

specialists have access to different skills that reflect their 
different roles to those of troopers in a kill team. New 
recruits, meanwhile, are still too green to pick up anything 
but the basics they need to fight alongside the other 
members of their kill team. New recruits cannot gain skills.

When a fighter gains a skill, pick a skill type that is available 
to them, roll two dice and consult the relevant table. You 
can choose one of the skills that correspond to the numbers 
rolled – your fighter gains that skill. If you roll the same 
number, re-roll one dice until you get another number. A 
fighter cannot gain the same skill twice – if the only skills 
you roll are skills they already have, re-roll the dice.

SKILLS

Skill types available

SUB-
FACTION ROLE Combat Ferocity Guerilla Agility Muscle Shooting Stealth
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Like all Dark Eldar, Wyches revel 
in the pain and suffering of others. 
Their martial skills are honed to 
razor-sharp perfection in the arenas 
of Commorragh, and unleashed upon 
the denizens of realspace in terrifying 
pirate raids.

WYCH CULT SPECIAL RULES
The following special rule applies to 
all of the members of a Dark Eldar 
kill team.

Combat Drugs: Dark Eldar fighters 
use a heady cocktail of stimulants and 
performance enhancers. To see which 
particular drug has taken their fancy 
for this fight, roll on the table below 
before deployment. This applies to 
the whole kill team (except for any 
Haemonculi or Scourges who may have 
joined the team).

 1 Adrenalight (+1 Attack) 
 2 Grave Lotus (+1 Strength) 
 3 Hypex (+1 Initiative) 
 4 Painbringer (+1 Toughness) 
 5 Serpentin (+1 Weapon Skill) 
 6 Splintermind (+1 Leadership)

USING A WYCH CULT KILL TEAM
A Wych Cult kill team follows 
all of the normal rules, with the 
following exceptions:

– Dark Eldar Wyches regularly carry 
the ritual weapons of the arena with 
them on their raids into realspace. 
Items of equipment from the 
Gladiatorial Weapons list count as 
hand-to-hand weapons in all regards. 
In addition they take up both of a 
fighter’s hands, so may not be used in 
combination with any other weapons, 
and count as two weapons for the 
purposes of the fighting with two 
weapons rule.

SYREN Kill Team Leader Cost to recruit: 150 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Syren 6" 4 4 3 3 1 6 3 9
 
Each Wych Cult kill team is lead by a Syren, a murderous exemplar whose wicked 
blades have shed blood across dozens of worlds.

Wargear: A Syren has a Wych knife and Wychsuit. In addition, a Syren can 
be armed with items chosen from the Dark Eldar Hand-to-Hand Weapons, 
Gladiatorial Weapons, Pistols, Ammunition, Grenades and Miscellaneous 
Equipment lists.

WYCH Trooper Cost to recruit: 80 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Wych 6" 4 4 3 3 1 6 1 8
 
Tenacious and cruel beyond comprehension, Wyches often leave their defeated 
foes alive so that they may savour the screams of torment for days to come. 

Wargear: All Wyches have a Wych knife and Wychsuit. In addition, a Wych can be 
armed with items chosen from the Dark Eldar Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, 
Ammunition, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

DEBUTANTE New Recruit Cost to recruit: 70 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Debutante 6" 3 3 3 3 1 6 1 8
 
Debutantes are relatively new inductees to a Wych Cult looking to make their 
mark through displays of practised violence. 

Wargear: All Debutantes have a Wych knife and Wychsuit. In addition, a 
Debutante can be armed with items chosen from the Dark Eldar Hand-to-
Hand Weapons, Pistols, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

BLOODBRIDE Specialist Cost to recruit: 100 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Bloodbride 6" 4 4 3 3 1 6 2 9
 
Having proven their brutality in the gladiatorial pits time and again, Bloodbrides 
are always seeking new foes whose flesh they can rend.

Wargear: All Bloodbrides have a Wych knife and Wychsuit. In addition, a 
Bloodbride can be armed with items chosen from the Dark Eldar Gladiatorial 
Weapons, Grenades and Miscellaneous lists.

DARK ELDAR WYCH CULT KILL TEAMS

‘They come for your souls, I’ve seen it. They’ve come to feed on your souls…’ 
- Oelle Blackwinter, Primaris Psyker



DARK ELDAR WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT LISTS
Ammunition
Soul-seeker rounds* ............................................... 15 points
* Can be purchased for splinter pistols only

Grenades
Plasma grenades .....................................................25 points

Miscellaneous
Blade venom ........................................................... 10 points
Mirrorhelm .............................................................20 points
Weapon reload ..........................Half cost of weapon in points

Hand-to-Hand Weapons
Wych knife (knife) ...................................................5 points

Chainhook .............................................................. 10 points
Agoniser* ................................................................ 45 points
Power sword* .......................................................... 50 points
* Syren only

Pistols
Splinter pistol..........................................................20 points
Blast pistol* ............................................................. 50 points
* Syren only

Gladiatorial Weapons
Hydra Gauntlets .....................................................30 points
Razorflails ...............................................................30 points
Shardnet and impaler ............................................ 35 points

WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT
HAND-TO-HAND WEAPONS
AGONISER
The agoniser’s array of energy fields and toxins sends the 
victim into fits of agony as their nerves are overloaded.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  D3  -2

Excruciating Agony: A fighter who goes down as a result 
of an Injury roll made for this weapon is automatically 
taken out of action, even if the wielder is fighting 
other opponents.

ARCHITE GLAIVE
When wielded by a skilled user, these exquisitely crafted 
polearms can bisect even armoured foes with ease.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user +2  1  -3

CHAINHOOK
Chainhooks are swung in vicious arcs that are almost 
impossible to defend against.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -3

Flexible: Opposing fighters may not parry against a fighter 
armed with a chainhook. 

AMPUTATOR
The jagged teeth on these savage claws allow a 
Haemonculus to sever bone and cut corded muscle.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  D3  -1



GLADIATORIAL WEAPONS
HYDRA GAUNTLETS
Hydra gauntlets are semi-sentient and grow latices of lethal 
blades made from extraplanar crystal.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user +1  1  -2

Lethal: A fighter may re-roll To Wound rolls with 
this weapon. 

RAZORFLAILS
At first glance razorflails resemble flimsy swords, but with a 
flick of the wrist the split apart and can lash like a whip.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -1

Flexible: Opposing fighters may not parry against a fighter 
armed with razorflails. In addition, the fighter can re-roll 
To Wound rolls in the hand-to-hand phase.

SHARDNET AND IMPALER
Deadly in the arena and on the battlefield, shardnets are 
used to snare the foe before the killing blow is delivered.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user +1  1  -2

Entangled: The fighter may use their shardnet against one 
close combat opponent at the start of the hand-to-hand 
phase. The fighter must take an Initiative test. If they pass 
the test then they entangle their opponent’s weapons – 
their opponent must fight using only a knife in this phase.

PISTOL WEAPONS
BLAST PISTOL
Blast pistols fire focused streams of darklight that bore 
through flesh and armour to vaporise their target.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-6" 6-12" - - 6 D3 -4 5+

SPLINTER PISTOL
Splinter pistols use magno-electric pulse cores to fire jagged 
shards of crystal coated in potent toxins.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-6" 6-12" - - 2 1 -2 5+

Poisoned: This weapon will always wound enemy fighters on 
a 4+, regardless of their Toughness. 

BASIC WEAPONS
SHARDCARBINE
Shardcarbines utilise the same payload as splinter pistols but 
with a longer kill-range and a more rapid rate of fire.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-9" 9-18" - - 2 1 - 5+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

Poisoned: This weapon will always wound enemy fighters on 
a 4+, regardless of their Toughness.

SPECIAL WEAPONS
BLASTER
Blasters emit beams of darklight that are even more 
powerful than those of the smaller blast pistol.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-9" 9-18" - - 8 D3 -4 6+

SHREDDER
When fired, a shredder unleashes a mass of barbed 
monofilaments that entangle and shred their targets.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-6" 6-12" +1 - 6 1 -1 5+

Small Blast: Shredders fire an expanding mesh of razor-
sharp wire; they use the small blast template.

DARK LANCE
Dark lances are the largest darklight weapons and are 
capable of disintegrating targets from a terrifying range.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-18" 18-36" - - 8 D3 -4 6+

HAYWIRE BLASTER
Haywire blasters siphon the electromagnetic energy of 
Commorragh to be later unleashed upon the battlefield.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" - - 4 D3 -2 5+



HEAT LANCE
Heat lances uses a combination of melta and las technology 
to create a superheated column of destructive energy.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-9" 9-18" +1 - 7 D3 -3 5+

SPLINTER CANNON
With a single salvo a splinter cannon unleashes a hail of 
razor-sharp crystal shards.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-18" 18-36" - - 2 1 -1 5+

Sustained Fire: 2 dice.

Poisoned: This weapon will always wound enemy fighters on 
a 4+, regardless of their Toughness.

GRENADES
PLASMA GRENADES
The concentrated burst of a plasma grenade is far more 
devastating than other, cruder explosive charges.

  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

  4  1  -2

Blast: Plasma grenades release focused but potent energies; 
they use the small blast template.

ARMOUR
GHOSTPLATE ARMOUR
The lightweight resins of ghostplate armour are 
buttressed by minor forcefield technology.

Armour Save: A fighter wearing ghostplate has a basic 
armour save of 4+.

Invulnerable Save: A fighter wearing ghostplate has an 
invulnerable save of 6+. 

GNARLSKIN
Through scarification and branding, the skin of 
Haemonculi hardens and becomes resilient to blows.

Armour Save: A fighter wearing gnarlskin has a basic 
armour save of 6+.

WYCHSUIT
Wychsuits are flexible and primarily protect one side of the 
body, making them perfect for close-quarters fighting.

Armour Save: A fighter wearing a Wychsuit has a basic 
armour save of 6+.

Dodge: A fighter wearing a Wychsuit has an invulnerable 
save of 4+ in the hand-to-hand combat phase. 

SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT
BLADE VENOM
Wyches coat their blades with numerous strains of nerve 
toxins to give them an edge in combat.

A fighter equipped with blade venom may re-roll failed To 
Wound rolls with their Wych knife or chainhook.

MIRRORHELM
These gladiatorial helms contain sense enhancers that 
reflect the subtlest movements of the opponent, allowing 
the wearer to anticipate their attacks.

A fighter equipped with a mirrorhelm may make a single 
parry as if they were armed with a sword; a fighter equipped 
with a mirrorhelm and a power sword can make two parries. 

SOULSEEKER ROUNDS
A splinter weapon can be fitted with shards of corrupted 
wraithbone that pierce its victims, body and soul.

When firing soulseeker rounds, you may re-roll failed To Hit 
rolls of 1. 



SUCCUBUS
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Succubus 6" 8 6 3 3 3 8 4 9
 
Succubi are the ruling elites of the Wych Cults. Lithe and famously lethal, they are collectively known as the brides of 
death. Competition between Succubi is fierce, as they try to outdo on another with spectacles of violent excess.

Wargear: A Succubus has an archite glaive, agoniser and Wychsuit.

Champion of the Arena: If a Succubus is attacked by multiple opponents in hand-to-hand combat, she uses their numbers 
against them. The enemy fighters don’t gain the multiple combat bonuses to their Attacks and Combat Score.

HAEMONCULUS
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
Haemonculus 5" 5 5 3 4 3 5 3 9
 
Haemonculi are deranged flesh-sculptors that dwell in the dark bowels of Commorragh. Torturers, poisoners and 
alchemists, they seek ever more captives with whom they can craft long symphonies of agony.

Wargear: A Haemonculus has a splinter pistol, knife, amputator and gnarlskin. 

Master Alchemist: if your kill team includes a Haemonculus, you may roll 2 dice on the combat drugs table and apply 
both results.

Multi-limbed horror: A Haemonculus may roll one extra Attack dice in hand-to-hand combat. In addition, a Haemonculus 
causes fear. 

SCOURGE
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Scourge 5" 4 4 3 3 1 5 1 8
 
The winged mercenaries known as Scourges are masters of manoeuvrability, having perfected their aerial attacks along the 
jagged minarets and twisting spires that puncture the skies above Commorragh.

Wargear: A Scourge has a shardcarbine, combat blade and ghostplate armour. They may also do one of the following: 
Exchange their shardcarbine for a blaster or shredder. 
Exchange their shardcarbine for a dark lance, haywire blaster, heat lance or splinter cannon.

Evade: Any enemy shooting at a Scourge from short range suffers a -2 To Hit modifier, while any enemy shooting at 
long range suffers a -1 modifier. This penalty only applies if the fighter is in the open and is not benefitting from a 
cover modifier

Winged Killer: A Scourge may use its wings in the movement phase instead of moving normally. The Scourge may move up 
to 12" in any direction, ignoring the normal restrictions for terrain, however you may not end this move in impassable 
ground. The Scourge may use this move to charge an enemy fighter, but does not double its movement distance when 
doing so. 

DARK ELDAR SPECIAL OPERATIVES



The skill tables are used to determine what skills your 
fighters gain as they advance. Your fighters are restricted 
to specific skill tables depending upon their faction and 
whether they are a trooper, specialist or kill team leader.

The different characters of the factions mean that they 
each have contrasting areas of strength and weakness. For 
example, the Dark Eldar of the Wych Cults are vicious 
masters of hand-to-hand combat, while the Genestealer Cult 
Hybrids are highly adept at stealth and guerilla warfare.

Similarly, a fighter’s role counts for a great deal in terms 
of what skills they are able to learn. Kill team leaders and 

specialists have access to different skills that reflect their 
different roles to those of troopers in a kill team. New 
recruits, meanwhile, are still too green to pick up anything 
but the basics they need to fight alongside the other 
members of their kill team. New recruits cannot gain skills.

When a fighter gains a skill, pick a skill type that is available 
to them, roll two dice and consult the relevant table. You 
can choose one of the skills that correspond to the numbers 
rolled – your fighter gains that skill. If you roll the same 
number, re-roll one dice until you get another number. A 
fighter cannot gain the same skill twice – if the only skills 
you roll are skills they already have, re-roll the dice.

SKILLS

Skill types available

SUB-
FACTION ROLE Combat Ferocity Guerilla Agility Muscle Shooting Stealth
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The Eldar of the craftworlds are the 
remnants of a dying empire. Their 
agility, intellect and psychic prowess far 
exceed that of any human, and their 
dwindling numbers are made up for by 
overwhelming skill in battle.

CRAFTWORLD ELDAR SPECIAL RULES
The following special rule applies to all 
of the members of a Craftworld Eldar 
kill team.

Battle Focus: If a fighter with this rule 
does not move in the movement 
phase, they may choose to make 
a normal move immediately after 
firing in the shooting phase. This 
may not be a run or charge move. 

USING A CRAFTWORLD ELDAR KILL TEAM
A Craftworld Eldar kill team follows 
all of the normal rules, with the 
following exceptions:

– If your Craftworld Eldar kill team 
contains a Heavy Weapon Platform, 
it must be allocated to a Guardian 
Defender Gunner at the start of each 
mission. If the Gunner moves in any 
way, place the platform anywhere 
within 2" of the Gunner at the end of 
the move. The Gunner may fire the 
weapon instead of any other weapons 
they carry, drawing line of sight from 
the platform itself. The platform does 
not count as a fighter for any rules 
purposes, and may not otherwise be 
interacted with in any way, though it 
does block line of sight. If the platform 
would get in the way of any other 
models (e.g. charging fighters), simply 
move it out of the way. If the Gunner 
is taken out of action, or otherwise 
removed from play, the Heavy Weapon 
Platform is also removed, but is not 
permanently removed from your kill 
team if that Gunner subsequently dies. 

– Each time a Guardian Defender 
earns their third Mission Completed 
mark and is promoted to a Trooper, 
they must miss the next mission, but 
their mesh armour is replaced with 
Aspect armour and their ranged 
weapons are replaced with a single 
Avenger catapult at no cost.

DIRE AVENGER EXARCH Kill Team Leader Cost to recruit: 240 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Dire Avenger Exarch 5" 5 5 3 3 2 6 2 9
 
Dire Avenger Exarchs are consummate leaders, having devoted themselves wholly 
to the Path of the Warrior.

Wargear: A Dire Avenger Exarch has a combat blade and Aspect armour. In 
addition, a Dire Avenger Exarch can be armed with items chosen from the 
Craftworld Eldar Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Basic Weapons, Grenades 
and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

DIRE AVENGER Trooper Cost to recruit: 100 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Dire Avenger 5" 4 4 3 3 1 5 1 9
 
Dire Avengers are the most tactically flexible of the craftworlds’ Aspect Warriors, 
and are as deadly on the offensive as they are stalwart in defence.

Wargear: All Dire Avengers have a combat blade and Aspect armour. In addition, 
a Dire Avenger can be armed with items chosen from the Craftworld Eldar 
Basic Weapons, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

GUARDIAN DEFENDER New Recruit Cost to recruit: 80 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Guardian Defender 5" 4 4 3 3 1 5 1 8
 
Guardian Defenders are taken from the citizenry of the craftworlds, and though 
a militia force they are a match for the dedicated soldiers of other races.

Wargear: All Guardian Defenders have a combat blade and mesh armour. In 
addition, a Guardian Defender can be armed with items chosen from the 
Craftworld Eldar Basic Weapons, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

GUARDIAN DEFENDER GUNNER Specialist Cost to recruit: 90 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Guardian Gunner 5" 4 4 3 3 1 5 1 8
 
Guardian Defenders who show a particular aptitude for battle may be called 
upon to provide fire support with anti-grav heavy weapon platforms.

Wargear: All Guardian Defender Gunners have a combat blade and mesh 
armour. In addition, a Guardian Defender Gunner can be armed with items 
chosen from the Craftworld Eldar Basic Weapons, Grenades and Miscellaneous 
lists. If your kill team contains one or more Guardian Defender Gunners, you 
may purchase a single Heavy Weapon Platform armed with a weapon from the 
Heavy Weapon Platform Weapons list.

CRAFTWORLD ELDAR KILL TEAMS



CRAFTWORLD ELDAR WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT LISTS
Grenades
Plasma grenades .....................................................25 points

Miscellaneous
Photo-visor .............................................................. 15 points
Shimmershield* ......................................................30 points
Weapon reload ..........................Half cost of weapon in points
* Dire Avenger Exarch only

Hand-to-Hand Weapons
Combat blade (knife) ..............................................5 points
Diresword* ..............................................................60 points
Powerglaive* ............................................................ 50 points
* Dire Avenger Exarch only

Pistols
Shuriken pistol ....................................................... 35 points

Basic Weapons
Avenger shuriken catapult* ................................... 45 points
Shuriken catapult** ...............................................40 points
Twin Avenger shuriken catapult*** ..................... 70 points
* Dire Avenger and Dire Avenger Exarch only
** Guardian Defender and Guardian Defender Gunner only
*** Dire Avenger Exarch only

Heavy Weapon Platform Weapons 
Heavy Weapon Platform:
… with bright lance.............................................. 250 points
… with Eldar missile launcher with plasma missiles 
and starshot missiles ............................................200 points
… with scatter laser .............................................. 160 points
… with shuriken cannon ..................................... 180 points
… with starcannon ...............................................200 points

WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT
HAND-TO-HAND WEAPONS
DIRESWORD
With a vengeful spirit stone set into their hilt, these swords 
can separate a victim’s soul from their body.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -3 
 
Parry: Fighters with swords are able to parry.

Soulrazor: A fighter wounded by this weapon must pass a 
Leadership test or be immediately taken out of action. 

GHOSTAXE
The rudimentary spirit stone in a ghost axe guides its 
wielder’s blows towards the vital points of their foes.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user +2  1  -3

GHOSTSWORD
Ghost swords are traditionally used in pairs to deflect 
incoming blows and lay low the enemy.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user +1  1  -3

Parry: A fighter with a pair of Ghostswords may parry twice.

Paired: A fighter using a pair of Ghostswords may re-roll 
failed To Wound rolls in hand-to-hand combat. 

POWERGLAIVE
Powerglaives are polearms with energy-wreathed blades.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user + 2  1  -3

PISTOL WEAPONS
SHURIKEN PISTOL
These elegant sidearms fire barrages of monomolecular-
edged discs that slice through their targets. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-6" 6-12" +2 - 4 1 -1 4+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

FUSION PISTOL
Using beams of concentrated energy, a fusion pistol causes 
the molecules of its target to hyper-vibrate and combust. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-4" 4-8" +1 - 8 D6 -5 5+



BASIC WEAPONS
AVENGER SHURIKEN CATAPULT
These weapons are masterwork examples of their kind.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-9" 9-18" - - 4 1 -1 4+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

SHURIKEN CATAPULT
The long-barrelled shuriken catapult fires its razor-edged 
ammunition at a greater distance than the shuriken pistol.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-8" 8-16" +1 - 4 1 -1 4+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

TWIN AVENGER SHURIKEN CATAPULT
Twin Avenger shuriken catapults have a frightening rate of 
fire and can blanket an area with blade-discs in seconds.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-9" 9-18" - - 4 1 -1 4+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

Independent Fire: A fighter armed with this weapon may 
fire twice using the profile above. These shots may be 
made against different targets.

SPECIAL WEAPONS
D-SCYTHE
When fired, the distortion energy of a D-scythe opens a 
portal to the Warp that sucks in hapless foes.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 Template - - 8 D6 -7 5+

Anti-reality wave: The D-Scythe’s shot is represented by the 
teardrop-shaped flamer template.

WRAITHCANNON
Even the heaviest armour of the enemy counts for naught 
against the focused distortion blast of a wraithcannon.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-9" 9-18" +1 - 8 D6 -7 5+

HEAVY WEAPON 
PLATFORM WEAPONS
BRIGHT LANCE
A bright lance uses las energy that is refined and amplified 
by psychically grown crystals.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-18" 18-36" - - 8 D3 -5 5+

ELDAR MISSILE LAUNCHER
Eldar missile launchers are exquisitely crafted and can be 
loaded with different types of explosive pods.

Missile Ammunition: An Eldar missile launcher is 
supplied with multiple ammunition types. The missile 
launcher can only use the types of missile that have been 
purchased for it. If an Ammo roll is failed then the missile 
launcher and any ammunition it has cannot be used for 
the rest of the mission.

Plasma Missile 
When a plasma missile detonates it creates a super-heated 
vortex of vaporising energy.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-24" 24-48" - - 4 1 -2 5+

Blast: Plasma missiles release focused but potent energies; 
they use the small blast template.

Starshot Missile 
Starshot missiles release a channelled blast upon impact to 
bore a burning hole through the target.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-24" 24-48" - - 8 1 -4 5+

SCATTER LASER
Through fractal resonance, a scatter laser is able to emit 
blistering salvos of las-bursts.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-18" 18-36" +1 - 6 1 - 5+

Sustained Fire: 2 dice.



SHURIKEN CANNON
Shuriken cannons are the largest of the craftworld shuriken 
weapons, and propel their blades with tremendous force.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" +1 - 6 1 -2 4+

Sustained Fire: 2 dice.

STARCANNON
The plasma core of a star cannon produces beams of light 
that deliver the heat of a raging star.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-18" 18-36" - - 6 1 -3 6+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

GRENADES
PLASMA GRENADES
The Eldar have perfected the generation of plasma energy, 
and can unleash it on their foes with ease.

  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

  4  1  -2

Blast: Plasma grenades release focused but potent energies; 
they use the small blast template.

ARMOUR
ASPECT ARMOUR
Aspect armour is made of psycho-reactive material that 
reacts to its wearer’s movements.

Armour Save: A fighter wearing Aspect armour has a basic 
armour save of 4+. 

FORCESHIELD
These powerful shield projectors can turn aside even the 
most devastating blasts and blows.

Invulnerable Save: A fighter with a forceshield has an 
invulnerable save of 4+.

HEAVY ASPECT ARMOUR
Incorporating thick plates but retaining flexibility, this 
armour is amongst the best in the known galaxy.

Armour Save: A fighter wearing heavy Aspect armour has a 
basic armour save of 3+. 

MESH ARMOUR
Mesh armour is comprised of thousands of thermoplas 
pieces that harden upon impact.

Armour Save: A fighter wearing mesh armour has a basic 
armour save of 5+. 

SHIMMERSHIELD
A shimmershield’s field generator creates a flickering 
energy shield to protect the bearer.

Invulnerable Save: A fighter with a shimmershield has an 
invulnerable save of 5+.

WRAITHBONE CONSTRUCT
Super-durable wraithbone exoskeletons are given 
implacable animus by the spirit stones they house.

Armour Save: A fighter housed within a wraithbone 
construct has a basic armour save of 3+

Unshakeable: A fighter housed within a wraithbone 
construct cannot be pinned by shooting attacks, unless 
they are from high- impact weapons.

SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT
MANDIBLASTERS
Mandiblasters user laser blasts to spit needle shards at close 
range into an enemy. 

At the start of the hand-to-hand phase, you may inflict a 
single Strength 3 hit on a fighter in base-to-base contact. 
This attack inflicts 1 damage and armour saves may be 
taken as normal. 

SWOOPING HAWK WINGS
Jet propulsion motors and anti-grav lifters hidden within the 
metal feathers of these wings allow the wearer to fly.

A fighter may use its Swooping Hawk wings in the movement 
phase instead of moving normally. The fighter may move up 
to 12" in any direction, ignoring the normal restrictions for 
terrain, however you may not end this move in impassable 
ground. The fighter may use this move to charge an enemy 
fighter, but does not double its movement distance when 
doing so. 



AUTARCH
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Autarch 5" 6 6 3 3 3 6 3 10
 
Autarchs are peerless commanders and have a consummate understanding of the art of war. Though deadly in combat, they 
are most dangerous when implementing stratagems to ensnare their foes. 

Wargear: An Autarch has a power sword, fusion pistol, mandiblasters, swooping hawk wings and heavy Aspect armour.

Superb Strategy: At the start of the game, when rolling to determine to gets the first turn, you may choose to re-roll. In 
scenarios which specify which side goes first you may roll a dice. On a 4+ you may choose who goes first for this game. 

Bounty: If an Autarch is down or out of action at the end of a mission, the enemy kill team secures an additional 
promethium cache.

WRAITHBLADE
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Wraithblade 4" 4 4 5 6 1 4 1 10
 
The spirit stones used to capture the souls of fallen Eldar can also be used to power towering constructs made of 
wraithbone. Those Eldar consumed in life by rage may be placed inside a Wraithblade, where they can exact their wrath.

Wargear: A Wraithblade’s spirit stone is housed in a wraithbone construct armed with a pair of ghostswords. They may 
exchange their ghostswords for a ghostaxe and forceshield.

Iron Will: The fighter can re-roll any failed Leadership tests – break tests, fear tests and so on. If the fighter’s Leadership is 
being used for a bottle test then you can re-roll it if it is failed.

WRAITHGUARD
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Wraithguard 4" 4 4 5 6 1 4 1 10
 
Wraithguard are ghostly warriors who move with the measured certainty of death. The vengeful spirits within feel the 
sorrow of their own demise, and seek to deliver this fate to those who would face them in battle.

Wargear: A Wraithguard’s spirit stone is housed in a wraithbone construct armed with a wraithcannon. They may exchange 
their wraithcannon for a D-scythe.

Iron Will: The fighter can re-roll any failed Leadership tests – break tests, fear tests, and so on. If the fighter’s Leadership is 
being used for a bottle test then you can re-roll it if it is failed.

CRAFTWORLD ELDAR SPECIAL OPERATIVES

‘There is no art more beautiful and diverse as the art of death.’ - Laconfir of Biel-Tan



The skill tables are used to determine what skills your 
fighters gain as they advance. Your fighters are restricted 
to specific skill tables depending upon their faction and 
whether they are a trooper, specialist or kill team leader.

The different characters of the factions mean that they 
each have contrasting areas of strength and weakness. 
For example, the craftworld Eldar are agile warriors 
possessed of superlative skill, while Orks are ferocious and 
physically imposing.

Similarly, a fighter’s role counts for a great deal in terms 
of what skills they are able to learn. Kill team leaders and 

specialists have access to different skills that reflect their 
different roles to those of troopers in a kill team. New 
recruits, meanwhile, are still too green to pick up anything 
but the basics they need to fight alongside the other 
members of their kill team. New recruits cannot gain skills.

When a fighter gains a skill, pick a skill type that is available 
to them, roll two dice and consult the relevant table. You 
can choose one of the skills that correspond to the numbers 
rolled – your fighter gains that skill. If you roll the same 
number, re-roll one dice until you get another number. A 
fighter cannot gain the same skill twice – if the only skills 
you roll are skills they already have, re-roll the dice.

SKILLS

Skill types available

SUB-
FACTION ROLE Combat Ferocity Guerilla Agility Muscle Shooting Stealth
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Genestealer Cults do everything in 
their power to avoid revealing their 
true nature, operating with alien 
cunning and timeless patience in all 
their clandestine dealings until their 
appointed time to rise up. They will 
fight with inhuman zeal to protect 
their secrecy until that day comes.

GENESTEALER CULT HYBRID SPECIAL RULES
The following special rules apply to all 
of the members of a Genestealer Cult 
Hybrid kill team.

Lying in Wait: Models in a Genestealer 
Cult Hybrid kill team can begin 
any mission in hiding, providing 
that they have been deployed in a 
position where they would normally 
be able to do so (i.e. so that they are 
in cover and not within an enemy 
model’s Initiative range, etc.).

USING A GENESTEALER CULT HYBRID
KILL TEAM
A Genestealer Cult Hybrid kill team 
follows all of the normal rules, with the 
following exceptions:

– A Genestealer Cult Hybrid kill team 
consists of 3-15 models.

– A Genestealer Cult Hybrid kill team 
can include up to 3 specialists.

– In any missions that allow Ork Boyz 
kill teams to field additional models 
(such as the Raid or Hit and Run), add 
2 to the random number of models 
that take part in the mission for a 
Genestealer Cult Hybrid kill team.

– If a fighter has more than two arms 
and carries a weapon in each hand, 
then the fighter rolls one extra Attack 
dice in hand-to-hand combat. Any hits 
are inflicted by cycling through the 
weapons they are using in an order 
chosen by the controlling player.

NEOPHYTE LEADER Kill Team Leader Cost to recruit: 120 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Neophyte Leader 4" 3 3 3 3 1 4 2 9
 
A Neophyte Leader has an instinctive command over his broodkin.

Brood Command: Any fighter within 12" of their kill team’s Neophyte Leader 
can use their Leadership characteristic when taking break tests and tests to see 
if they recover their nerve when broken. In addition, any fighters within 12" of 
their kill team’s Neophyte Leader can use their Initiative characteristic when 
testing to escape pinning early.

Wargear: A Neophyte Leader has a combat blade and a mining suit. In addition, 
a Neophyte Leader can be armed with items chosen from the Genestealer 
Cult Hybrid Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Basic Weapons, Ammunition, 
Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

NEOPHYTE HYBRID Trooper Cost to recruit: 60 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Neophyte Hybrid 4" 3 3 3 3 1 4 1 8
 
The more humanoid appearance of cultists of the third and fourth generations 
means that these warriors often perform the bulk of a cult’s clandestine activities.

Wargear: A Neophyte Hybrid has a combat blade and a mining suit. In addition, 
a Neophyte Hybrid can be armed with items chosen from the Genestealer 
Cult Hybrid Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Basic Weapons, Ammunition, 
Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

NEOPHYTE INITIATE New Recruit Cost to recruit: 50 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Neophyte Initiate 4" 3 3 3 3 1 4 1 7
 
A young member of the cult, a Neophyte Initiate is well trained but relies more 
heavily on the brood leader’s command in the heat of battle.

Wargear: A Neophyte Initiate has a combat blade and a mining suit. In addition, 
a Neophyte Hybrid can be armed with items chosen from the Genestealer 
Cult Hybrid Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Basic Weapons, Ammunition, 
Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

NEOPHYTE HEAVY Specialist Cost to recruit: 70 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Neophyte Heavy 4" 3 3 3 3 1 4 1 8
 
Neophyte Heavies are tasked with fielding larger or more complex weaponry.

Wargear: A Neophyte Heavy has a combat blade and a mining suit. In addition, 
a Neophyte Heavy can be armed with items chosen from the Genestealer Cult 
Hybrid Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Special Weapons, Heavy Weapons, 
Ammunition, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

GENESTEALER CULT HYBRID KILL TEAMS



GENESTEALER CULT HYBRID WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT LISTS
Ammunition
Hot-shot laser power pack ..................................... 15 points

Grenades
Blasting charges .....................................................40 points

Miscellaneous
Clip harness ............................................................ 10 points
Photo-visor .............................................................. 15 points
Weapon reload ..........................Half cost of weapon in points

Hand-to-Hand Weapons
Combat blade (knife) ..............................................5 points
Chainsword .............................................................25 points
Power maul* ............................................................ 50 points
Power pick* ............................................................. 50 points
* Neophyte Leader only

Pistols
Autopistol ................................................................ 15 points
Laspistol .................................................................. 15 points
Bolt pistol ................................................................25 points
Web pistol* .............................................................. 75 points
* Neophyte Leader only

Basic Weapons
Autogun ..................................................................20 points
Shotgun ...................................................................20 points
Lasgun ..................................................................... 35 points

Special Weapons 
Flamer .....................................................................40 points
Webber .................................................................. 100 points
Grenade launcher:
… with frag grenades ............................................. 85 points
… with krak grenades .......................................... 100 points
… with both .......................................................... 125 points

Heavy Weapons 
Heavy stubber ....................................................... 120 points
Mining laser ..........................................................200 points
Seismic cannon ..................................................... 250 points



HAND-TO-HAND WEAPONS
METAMORPH CLAW
Metamorph claws can mangle flesh and armour in a single 
spasming grasp.   

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user +2  1  -2

METAMORPH TALON
Long, razor-edged claws of serrated chitin, Metamorphs use 
these fearsome talons to stab and wrack their prey. 

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -1

Scything Strikes: A fighter attacking with a Metamorph 
talon adds 1 to its Weapon Skill in hand-to-hand 
combat; a model attacking with two Metamorph talons 
has a +2 bonus to its Weapon Skill in hand-to-hand 
combat instead.

METAMORPH WHIP
Metamorph whips are cords of muscles that thrash about 
at frightening speeds to lash and entangle the weapons of 
their foes.  

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -1

Entangling Lash: When attacking with a Metamorph whip, 
you can force one enemy model in hand-to-hand combat 
with this model to roll one less Attack dice (to a minimum 
of 1).

POWER PICK
Power picks are simple enough in design. They bear a low-
quality disruption field powerful enough to shatter ceramite 
like glass. 

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user +1  1  -4

RENDING CLAW
These claws can tear through armour as if it were clay. 

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -2

Claw: A fighter attacking with a rending claw cannot carry 
anything else in that hand. If the fighter is attacking with 
two rending claws, they can re-roll To Wound rolls in the 
hand-to-hand phase.

PISTOLS
AUTOPISTOL
The autopistol is a rapid-firing automatic pistol that is both 
easy to manufacture and simple to use, making it a favoured 
weapon amongst cultist organisations. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-8" 8-16" +2 - 3 1 - 4+

HAND FLAMER
The compact nature of a hand flamer severely limits its 
effective range, yet it is all but impossible to miss with at 
point-blank range.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-2" 2-4" +3 +2 3 1 -1 5+

Ammo roll: The hand flamer is required to take an 
Ammo roll each and every time it fires or is used in 
hand-to-hand combat.

WEB PISTOL
Web pistols are popular amongst the many cults and gangs 
of the Imperium, for they are easily concealed and can be 
used to entrap prized victims. The tough, sticky strands it 
hurls at its targets constrict on contact with air, throttling or 
suffocating those trapped in their cloying embrace.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-4" 4-8" - -1 * * * 7+

Webbed: If this weapon hits its target, the victim is 
automatically webbed – no rolls are made for wounds 
or injuries and no saving roll is allowed for armour. A 
webbed target can attempt to struggle free at the start 
of each of their turns. To do so, roll a D6 and add the 
model’s Strength; if the total is 8 or more, the victim frees 
itself and may act normally that turn. If the total is less 
than 8 then the victim remains trapped and immediately 
suffers 1 wound (though armour saves may be taken as 
normal against this wound). Webbed fighters may not 
move under any circumstances, and may not shoot; if they 
are engaged in hand-to-hand combat, they can only ever 
roll one Attack dice and always count as encumbered.

WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT



BASIC WEAPONS
AUTOGUN
Autoguns are manufactured in factories and underhive 
workshops across the Imperium. A sturdy frame combined 
with a high rate of fire makes an autogun a popular and 
reliable weapon on many an Imperial world. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" +1 - 3 1 - 4+

SPECIAL WEAPONS
WEBBER
This weapon fires a tangle of gluey threads which envelop 
and ensnare their target, trapping and rendering them 
immobile. A victim who struggles too hard may be strangled 
or even crushed by the constricting mesh. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-6" 6-12" - -1 * * * 4+

Webbed: See web pistol.

HEAVY WEAPONS
HEAVY STUBBER
Despite a seemingly outdated design, a heavy stubber can 
nonetheless reliably rattle off a hail of large-calibre bullets 
that will mercilessly cut down anyone foolish enough to 
underestimate its potency.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-20" 20-40" - - 4 1 -1 4+

Sustained Fire: 2 dice.

MINING LASER
When their range limiters are short-circuited, the mining 
lasers of guilds make powerful weapons, able to blast apart 
rock, armour or flesh with equal indifference.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-6" 6-24" +1 - 9 D6 -6 7+

SEISMIC CANNON
The distinctive pronged muzzle of a seismic cannon sends 
out pulsed bow waves of sonic force that can shiver a basilica 
wall into rubble, or turn the internal organs of living targets 
to mush.

A seismic cannon has a different profile depending on how 
far the target is from the firing model.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12"  -  8 D3 -5 7+

  12-24"  - 5 1 -2 7+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice at short range; 2 dice at long range.

GRENADES
BLASTING CHARGES
Created from scavenged detonators and low-end demolition 
gear, the short-fused blasting charges used by Genestealer 
Cultists can be hurled at the enemy to sow explosive death 
amongst their ranks.

  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

  4  1  -1

Large Blast: Blasting charges are potent industrial-grade 
explosives; they use the large blast template.

Unwieldy: Although powerful, blasting charges are 
essentially improvised weapons. It is therefore harder to 
hit a target with a blasting charge than with a dedicated 
grenade, and a -1 To Hit modifier is imposed when 
throwing one.

ARMOUR
MINING SUIT
In combat, Genestealer Cultists commonly make use of the 
limited protection offered by the mining suits they attained 
when infiltrating the planet’s civilian workforce. The 
shoulder-mounted spotlight built into theses suits also serves 
to aid the wearer in searching for hidden threats.

Armour Save: A fighter wearing a mining suit has a basic 
armour save of 6+. This is increased to 5+ against weapons 
that use a template.

Spotlight: Add 1 to the wearer’s Initiative characteristic 
when determining the distance they automatically spot 
a hidden enemy. For example, a Neophyte Hybrid with 
an Initiative characteristic of 4 will automatically spot all 
hidden enemy fighters within 5" of them.



ACOLYTE HYBRID
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Acolyte Hybrid 5" 4 3 4 3 1 4 2 8
 
Born of the cult’s first or second generation, the alien heritage of an Acolyte Hybrid manifests itself far more openly 
in appearance, forcing them to rely on stealth far more than their Neophyte kin. All bear the archetypal mark of the 
Genestealer in the form of a diamond-hard claw that can tear through armour like paper.

Wargear: An Acolyte Hybrid has a combat blade, rending claw, autopistol, blasting charges and a mining suit. He may also 
do any of the following: 
Take a photo-visor. 
Exchange his autopistol for a hand flamer.

Sneak Up: Halve the distance at which an Acolyte Hybrid is spotted when in hiding. For example, if an enemy would 
normally spot this fighter when within 3", they can only spot an Acolyte Hybrid when within 1½".

HYBRID METAMORPH
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Hybrid Metamorph 5" 4 3 4 3 1 4 2 8
 
A Hybrid Metamorph is the result of a spawning in a cult’s latter cycles. These cultists sport weapon-limb biomorphs that set 
them apart from their broodkin in terms of both appearance and lethality.

Wargear: A Hybrid Metamorph has an autopistol, two rending claws, a Metamorph talon, blasting charges and a mining 
suit. He may also do any of the following: 
Exchange one of his rending claws for an additional Metamorph talon. 
Exchange one Metamorph talon for a Metamorph claw. 
Exchange one Metamorph talon for a Metamorph whip. 
Exchange his autopistol for a hand flamer.

Berserk Charge: A Hybrid Metamorph’s combat modifier for charging is +2, rather than +1.

PURESTRAIN GENESTEALER
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Purestrain Genestealer 6" 6 0 4 4 1 6 3 10
 
Amongst the deadliest predators in the galaxy, a Purestrain Genestealer combines preternatural reflexes with the ability 
to tear even a Space Marine limb from limb with its deadly claws. Should one make its lair upon an Imperial world, it 
will eventually evolve into a Patriarch around which its own cult will be established. Indeed, one such a creature has the 
potential to doom an entire world.

Wargear: A Purestrain Genestealer has two rending claws.

Bounty: If a Purestrain Genestealer is down or out of action at the end of a mission, the enemy kill team secures an 
additional promethium cache.

Hyper-reflexes: Purestrain Genestealers have a 5+ invulnerable save.

Killer Reputation: Purestrain Genestealers cause fear.

Preternatural Agility: Purestrain Genestealers may triple their movement rate when they run or charge, rather than 
doubling it as normal. In addition, if Purestrain Genestealers jump across a gap, they jump 3+D3" rather than D6". They 
can use the full distance rolled, even if they do not have sufficient movement remaining to do so.

Unstoppable Killer: Purestrain Genestealers cannot be pinned by shooting attacks, unless they are from high-
impact weapons.

GENESTEALER CULT SPECIAL OPERATIVES



The skill tables are used to determine what skills your 
fighters gain as they advance. Your fighters are restricted 
to specific skill tables depending upon their faction and 
whether they are a trooper, specialist or kill team leader.

The different characters of the factions mean that they 
each have contrasting areas of strength and weakness. For 
example, Genestealer Cult Hybrids are highly adept at 
stealth and guerilla warfare, while Orks are ferocious and 
physically imposing.

Similarly, a fighter’s role counts for a great deal in terms 
of what skills they are able to learn. Kill team leaders and 

specialists have access to different skills that reflect their 
different roles to those of troopers in a kill team. New 
recruits, meanwhile, are still too green to pick up anything 
but the basics they need to fight alongside the other 
members of their kill team. New recruits cannot gain skills.

When a fighter gains a skill, pick a skill type that is available 
to them, roll two dice and consult the relevant table. You 
can choose one of the skills that correspond to the numbers 
rolled – your fighter gains that skill. If you roll the same 
number, re-roll one dice until you get another number. A 
fighter cannot gain the same skill twice – if the only skills 
you roll are skills they already have, re-roll the dice.

SKILLS

Skill types available

SUB-
FACTION ROLE Combat Ferocity Guerilla Agility Muscle Shooting Stealth
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When daemonic activity is suspected 
but its severity has yet to be confirmed, 
a Grey Knights kill team will often 
be sent in to investigate. Combining 
the skills of elite Space Marines with 
esoteric, highly advanced weaponry 
and powerful psychic abilities, even a 
handful of Grey Knights is a force to 
be reckoned with.

GREY KNIGHTS SPECIAL RULES
The following special rule applies to 
all of the members of a Grey Knights 
kill team.

And They Shall Know No Fear: A 
fighter with this rule never has to 
take fear or terror tests. In addition, 
a fighter with this rule can always 
test to recover early from pinning, 
even if there is no friendly fighter 
within 2".

USING A GREY KNIGHTS KILL TEAM
A Grey Knights kill team follows all of 
the normal rules, with the following 
exceptions:

– A Grey Knights kill team consists of 
3-5 models.

– Grey Knights kill teams do not have 
New Recruits.

– In any missions that allow Ork Boyz 
kill teams to field additional models 
(such as the Raid or Hit and Run), 
subtract 2 from the random number 
of models that take part in the mission 
for a Grey Knights kill team.

– Zoanthropes suffer a -1 To Hit 
penalty when attempting to hit a Grey 
Knights fighter with their Warp Blast 
psychic ability.

JUSTICAR Kill Team Leader Cost to recruit: 250 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Justicar 4" 4 4 4 4 1 4 2 9
 
At the head of every Grey Knights kill team is a Justicar, an honoured veteran of 
the Chapter who leads his battle-brothers in combat, as well as in prayer.

Wargear: A Justicar has a storm bolter and power armour. In addition, a Justicar 
must be armed with one item chosen from the Grey Knights Hand-to-Hand 
Weapons list. In addition, a Justicar can also be armed with items chosen from 
the Grey Knights Ammunition, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

Psychic Abilities: A Justicar has the Hammerhand and Purge Soul 
psychic abilities. 

GREY KNIGHT Trooper Cost to recruit: 175 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Grey Knight 4" 4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8
 
Though few in number, each Grey Knight is a living weapon. They are dauntless 
and pure of both body and mind. 

Wargear: A Grey Knight has a storm bolter and power armour. In addition, a 
Grey Knight must be armed with one item chosen from the Grey Knights 
Hand-to-Hand Weapons list. In addition, a Grey Knight can also be armed with 
items chosen from the Grey Knights Ammunition, Grenades and Miscellaneous 
Equipment lists.

Psychic Abilities: A Grey Knight has the Hammerhand psychic ability. 

GREY KNIGHT GUNNER Specialist Cost to recruit: 200 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Grey Knight Gunner 4" 4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8
 
Gunners are among the most venerated fighters in a Grey Knights kill team, and 
as such carry the deadliest weapons from the armouries of Titan. 

Wargear: A Grey Knight Gunner has a storm bolter and power armour. In 
addition, a Grey Knight Gunner must either be armed with one item chosen 
from the Grey Knights Hand-to-Hand Weapons list or replace with their storm 
bolter with one item chosen from the Grey Knights Special Weapons list. A 
Grey Knight Gunner can also be armed with items chosen from the Grey 
Knights Ammunition, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

Psychic Abilities: A Grey Knight Gunner has the Astral Aim and Hammerhand 
psychic abilities. 

GREY KNIGHTS KILL TEAMS

‘There are those who might see contradiction between our abhorrence of the Daemon and our wielding of sorcery. 
Yet those contradictions live only in the minds of weak men, and we are not accountable to such as they.’  

- Grand Master Valdar Aurikon



GREY KNIGHTS WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT LISTS
Ammunition
Psybolts* ..................................................................30 points
* Can be purchased for storm bolters only

Grenades
Frag grenades .........................................................25 points
Melta bombs* ..........................................................30 points
Krak grenades .........................................................40 points
* Justicar only

Miscellaneous
Clip harness ............................................................ 10 points
Photo-visor .............................................................. 15 points
Red-dot laser sight ..................................................20 points
Telescopic sight .......................................................20 points

Weapon reload (storm bolter) ..............................25 points
Weapon reload ..........................Half cost of weapon in points

Hand-to-Hand Weapons
Pair of Nemesis falchions ......................................30 points
Nemesis force sword ...............................................60 points
Nemesis force halberd ...........................................80 points
Nemesis Daemon hammer .................................. 100 points
Nemesis warding stave ...........................................25 points

Special Weapons
Incinerator* ............................................................ 75 points
Psilencer* .............................................................. 150 points
Psycannon* ........................................................... 175 points
* Replaces the fighter’s storm bolter



HAND-TO-HAND WEAPONS
NEMESIS DAEMON HAMMER
Even with their power armour support servos, only the 
strongest Grey Knights can effectively wield the mighty 
Nemesis Daemon hammer in battle.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user +4  D3  -

Concussive: A fighter who goes down as a result of an Injury 
roll made for this weapon is automatically taken out of 
action, even if the wielder is fighting other opponents.

NEMESIS FORCE HALBERD
As with all Nemesis weapons, the haft of a Nemesis force 
halberd channels a Grey Knight’s psychic energy to create a 
crackling corona around the razor-sharp blade. 

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user +4  1  -

NEMESIS FORCE SWORD
Crafted in iron and silver in the fortress monastery on 
Titan, these prized blades are inset with ancient sigils and 
power field generators that crackle with psychic power.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user +2  1  -3

Parry: Fighters with Nemesis force swords are able to parry.

NEMESIS WARDING STAVE
Nemesis warding staves contain refractor field generators 
that envelop the wielder in a sheath of force energy.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user+1  1  -

Ward: A fighter with a Nemesis warding stave has a 3+ 
invulnerable save in hand-to-hand combat.

PAIR OF NEMESIS FALCHIONS
The broad-bladed Nemesis falchions are usually used in 
pairs to shred enemies in a flurry of blows.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -

Paired: A fighter with a pair of Nemesis falchions counts as 
being armed with two weapons and can re-roll To Wound 
rolls in the hand-to-hand phase.

Parry: A fighter with a pair of Nemesis falchions can make 
two parries.

SPECIAL WEAPONS
INCINERATOR
Many Grey Knights revere the incinerator as the Chapter’s 
most important tool of cleansing, for a body immolated can 
house no corruption.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 Template - - 6 D3 -3 5+

Flamer: The incinerator’s shot is represented by the 
teardrop-shaped flamer template.

Ammo Roll: The incinerator is required to take an Ammo 
roll each and every time it fires.

PSILENCER
To trigger a psilencer, a Grey Knight sends a jolt of psychic 
energy into the weapons containment core which amplifies 
and releases this energy as deadly beams of force.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" - - 4 1 -1 2+

Sustained Fire: 3 dice.

PSYCANNON
Utilising the same psi-triggered payloads as psilencers, 
these rare and sacred relics date back to the Dark Age of 
Technology, yet they have lost none of their potency.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" - - 7 D3 -3 5+

Sustained Fire: 2 dice.

SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT
PERSONAL TELEPORTER
Protected by their honed psychic discipline, Grey Knights 
make effective use of treacherous Warp-jump technology to 
manoeuvre deftly on the battlefield.

A fighter with a personal teleporter treats all terrain as open 
ground for the purposes of movement, but can’t end its 
move on impassable terrain.

WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT



AMMUNITION
PSYBOLTS
When fired, each bolt becomes imbued with a portion of its 
firer’s innate psychic might, allowing it to punch through 
armour and flesh with even greater force.

A storm bolter equipped with psybolts has the following 
profile until it runs out of ammunition, after which it may 
continue to fire with its standard ammunition.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" +1 - 5 1 -2 6+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

Rare Ammunition: A fighter equipped with a weapon reload 
cannot re-roll a failed Ammo roll for their psybolts – the 
re-roll only applies to the first failed Ammo roll they 
make for their storm bolter’s standard ammunition.

PSYCHIC ABILITIES
ASTRAL AIM
In the thick of combat a battle-brother can calm his mind 
and psychically guide his aim, seeing the paths that lead 
to his enemies and even bending the trajectories of bullets 
in flight. 

In the shooting phase, before firing a ranged weapon, a 
Grey Knight Gunner can attempt to guide their shots with 
Astral Aim. To do so, he must first pass a Leadership test. 
If the test is passed, he can ignore the To Hit modifiers 
for cover when firing his ranged weapon this turn. If the 
test is failed, he cannot benefit from Astral Aim this turn. 
However, if you roll a double 6 for this test, the Grey Knight 
Gunner cannot shoot any ranged weapons this turn.

CLEANSING FLAME
So focused is a Purifier’s purpose that they can channel the 
energy of their mind into gouts of scorching flame which 
they use to immolate the impure.

In the shooting phase, instead of firing a ranged weapon, 
a Grey Knight Purifier can attempt to assail his foes with 

psychic flame. To do so, he must first pass a Leadership 
test. If the test is passed, resolve an attack using the profile 
shown below. If the test is failed, he cannot use Cleansing 
Flame this turn, though he can still fire a ranged weapon 
as normal. However, if you roll a double 6 for this test, the 
Purifier cannot shoot any ranged weapons this turn either.

 
 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 Template  - - 5 1 -2 -

Flamer: Cleansing Flame’s psychic onslaught is represented 
by the teardrop-shaped flamer template.

HAMMERHAND
By directing his psychic wrath in combat, a Grey Knight can 
augment his own strength to the point where he can crush 
armour and bone with a single blow.

At the start of the hand-to-hand phase, a fighter with 
this psychic ability can attempt to augment their Nemesis 
weapons with Hammerhand. To do so, he must first pass a 
Leadership test. If the test is passed, increase the Damage 
characteristic of his hand-to-hand weapons to D3 (or D6 in 
the case of a Nemesis Daemon hammer) for the duration 
of the phase. If the test is failed, the Damage characteristic 
of their weapons remains the same. However, if you roll 
a double 6 for this test, the fighter counts have having 
made a fumble against each of their hand-to-hand combat 
opponents this phase in addition to any other fumbles they 
may roll.

PURGE SOUL
Drawing upon every ounce of his willpower a battle-brother 
can purge all traces of corruption from his enemies, even if 
it destroys them in the process. 

In the shooting phase, instead of firing a ranged weapon, 
a fighter with this ability can attempt to purge the soul of 
his foe. To do so, he must first pass a Leadership test. If the 
test is passed, resolve an attack using the rules described 
below. If the test is failed, he cannot use Purge Soul this 
turn, though he can still fire a ranged weapon as normal. 
However, if you roll a double 6 for this test, the fighter 
cannot shoot any ranged weapons this turn either.

Purge Soul: Pick an enemy fighter that is within 8" of 
him and within his line of sight. Both the caster and the 
target fighter must roll a dice and add their Leadership 
characteristic. If the target’s total is greater than or equal 
to the caster’s total, nothing happens. If the caster’s total 
is greater than the target’s total, the target fighter suffers a 
number of wounds equal to the difference. No armour saves 
may be taken against wounds caused in this manner.



PURIFIER
    M WS BS S T W I A Ld
Purifier  4" 4 4 4 4 1 4 2 9
 
Dour and taciturn, Purifiers are an order apart from other Grey Knights. Even amongst the glorious ranks of their Chapter 
their untarnished spirit shines brightly, and they unleash this purity on the battlefield in waves of cleansing flame.

Wargear: A Purifier has a storm bolter, frag and krak grenades and power armour. In addition, a Purifier must be armed 
with one item chosen from the Grey Knights Hand-to-Hand Weapons list. 

Psychic Abilities: A Purifier has the Cleansing Flame and Hammerhand psychic abilities.

INTERCEPTOR
    M WS BS S T W I A Ld
Interceptor  8" 4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8
 
The personal teleporters carried by Interceptors allow these vanguard troops to rapidly redeploy around the battlefield, 
harrying the enemy and adapting to their tactics with lightning speed.

Wargear: An Interceptor has a storm bolter, frag and krak grenades, a personal teleporter and power armour. In addition, 
an Interceptor must be armed with one item chosen from the Grey Knights Hand-to-Hand Weapons list. 

Psychic Abilities: An Interceptor has the Hammerhand psychic ability.

GREY KNIGHT TERMINATOR
    M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Grey Knight Terminator  4" 4 4 4 4 1 4 2 9
 
There are few warriors in the galaxy more elite or more imposing than a Grey Knight clad in Tactical Dreadnought armour. 
Relentless and nigh-unstoppable, they can weather the heaviest enemy fire whilst delivering punishing salvoes of their own.

Wargear: A Grey Knight Terminator has a storm bolter, frag and krak grenades and Terminator armour. In addition, a Grey 
Knight Terminator must be armed with one item chosen from the Grey Knights Hand-to-Hand Weapons list. 

Killer Reputation: Grey Knight Terminators cause fear.

Psychic Abilities: A Grey Knight Terminator has the Hammerhand psychic ability.

Bounty: If a Grey Knight Terminator is down or out of action at the end of a mission, the enemy kill team secures an 
additional promethium cache.

PALADIN
    M WS BS S T W I A Ld
Paladin  4" 5 4 4 4 2 4 2 9
 
Amongst the Grey Knights, Paladins are exemplars of martial prowess. Having proven themselves in battle an aspirant must 
then pass a series of trials before they are admitted to this order, for only the greatest warriors may join their ranks.

Wargear: A Paladin has a storm bolter, frag and krak grenades and Terminator armour. In addition, a Paladin must be 
armed with one item chosen from the Grey Knights Hand-to-Hand Weapons list. He may also exchange his storm bolter 
for an incinerator, psilencer or psycannon.

Killer Reputation: Paladins cause fear.

Psychic Abilities: A Paladin has the Hammerhand and Purge Soul psychic abilities.

Premium Bounty: If a Paladin is down or out of action at the end of a mission, the enemy kill team secures an additional 
D3 promethium caches.

GREY KNIGHT SPECIAL OPERATIVES



The skill tables are used to determine what skills your 
fighters gain as they advance. Your fighters are restricted 
to specific skill tables depending upon their faction and 
whether they are a trooper, specialist or kill team leader.

The different characters of the factions mean that they 
each have contrasting areas of strength and weakness. For 
example, the Grey Knights are highly skilled at both ranged 
and close combat, while Tyranid Warriors are ferocious and 
possess inhuman strength.

Similarly, a fighter’s role counts for a great deal in terms 
of what skills they are able to learn. Kill team leaders and 

specialists have access to different skills that reflect their 
different roles to those of troopers in a kill team. New 
recruits, meanwhile, are still too green to pick up anything 
but the basics they need to fight alongside the other 
members of their kill team. New recruits cannot gain skills.

When a fighter gains a skill, pick a skill type that is available 
to them, roll two dice and consult the relevant table. You 
can choose one of the skills that correspond to the numbers 
rolled – your fighter gains that skill. If you roll the same 
number, re-roll one dice until you get another number. A 
fighter cannot gain the same skill twice – if the only skills 
you roll are skills they already have, re-roll the dice.

SKILLS

Skill types available

SUB-
FACTION ROLE Combat Ferocity Guerilla Agility Muscle Shooting Stealth
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Eldar Harlequins leap into battle 
with breathtaking speed and grace. 
Though these balletic warriors 
are lightly armoured, their dathedi 
domino fields render their outlines 
into polychromatic blurs that make 
them almost impossible to target. 
To the Harlequins, every battle is a 
saedath, an intricately choreographed 
performance that is both mythic 
play and perfectly balanced strategic 
manoeuvre. Every player knows their 
role, and fulfils it with matchless 
synchronicity. For all their enthralling 
elegance, the Harlequins are lethal 
combatants. They strike with precision, 
wielding lethal weapons that can kill 
with the slightest graze, while their 
illusory masks project their foes’ worst 
fears back at them.

HARLEQUIN TROUPE SPECIAL RULES
The following special rule applies to 
all members of a Harlequin Troupe 
kill team.

Prismatic Blur: If a fighter with 
this ability ran in their previous 
movement phase, enemy fighters 
suffer a -2 hit modifier instead of 
only -1. In addition, a fighter with 
this ability cannot be pinned by 
shooting attacks, unless they are 
from high-impact weapons.

USING A HARELEQUIN TROUPE KILL TEAM
A Harlequin Troupe kill team follows 
all of the normal rules, with the 
following exceptions:

– A Harlequin Troupe kill team 
consists of 3-6 models.

– In any missions that allow Ork Boyz 
kill teams to field additional models 
(such as the Raid or Hit and Run), 
subtract 1 from the random number 
of models that take part in the mission 
for a Harlequin Troupe kill team.

TROUPE MASTER Kill Team Leader Cost to recruit: 300 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Troupe Master 6" 6 5 3 3 2 7 3 10
 
Troupe Masters are choreographers of war, the lead players in their warlike caste 
and exemplary warriors that embody the lethal elegance of the Harlequins.

Wargear: A Troupe Master has a concealed blade, Harlequin mask, flip belt and 
holo-suit. In addition, a Troupe Master can be armed with items chosen from 
the Harlequins Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Grenades and Miscellaneous 
Equipment lists.

PLAYER Trooper Cost to recruit: 150 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Player 6" 5 4 3 3 1 6 2 9
 
Harlequin Players tumble, sprint and leap, every squeeze of the trigger and 
whipcord kick to the throat an act of worship to their Laughing God. 

Wargear: A Player has a concealed blade, Harlequin mask, flip belt and holo-suit. 
In addition, a Player can be armed with items chosen from the Harlequins 
Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

MIME New Recruit Cost to recruit: 125 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Mime 6" 4 4 3 3 1 6 2 9
 
Harlequins play many different roles over time, changing masks and aspects time 
and again. Those perfecting their first role are known as Mimes. 

Wargear: A Mime has a concealed blade, Harlequin mask, flip belt and holo-suit. 
In addition, a Mime can be armed with items chosen from the Harlequins 
Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

VIRTUOSO Specialist Cost to recruit: 175 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Virtuoso 6" 5 5 3 3 1 6 2 9
 
Amongst the Troupe are certain Players whose roles emphasise the use of 
specialist weaponry, the better to unleash elegantly hideous destruction. 

Wargear: A Virtuoso has a concealed blade, Harlequin mask, flip belt and 
holo-suit. In addition, a Virtuoso can be armed with items chosen from the 
Harlequins Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Grenades and Miscellaneous 
Equipment lists.

HARLEQUIN TROUPE KILL TEAMS

‘Words can never express the true horrors that our people have suffered, the bloody scourge that we brought 
down upon ourselves. Instead, dear foes, let us show you with deeds.’  

- The proclamation of woe, delivered by the sorrowsinger prior to the commencement of ‘The Fall of the Eldar’



HARLEQUIN TROUPE WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT LISTS
Grenades
Prismatic grenades .................................................40 points

Miscellaneous
Photo-visor .............................................................. 15 points
Weapon reload ..........................Half cost of weapon in points

Hand-to-Hand Weapons
Concealed blade (knife) ..........................................5 points
Harlequin’s blade (sword) ..................................... 15 points
Harlequin’s caress* ................................................20 points

Harlequin’s kiss ......................................................25 points
Monomolecular blade ............................................30 points
Harlequin’s embrace* ............................................40 points
Power sword** ......................................................... 50 points
* Troupe Master and Virtuoso only
** Troupe Master only

Pistols
Shuriken pistol ....................................................... 35 points
Neuro disruptor*.................................................... 85 points
Fusion pistol* ........................................................ 100 points
* Troupe Master and Virtuoso only



HAND-TO-HAND WEAPONS
HARLEQUIN’S CARESS
The Harlequin’s caress encases the user’s hand in a phase 
field that allows him to reach through his foe’s armour and 
pluck out their heart as easily as though he were running 
his fingers through thin air. 

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -1

Caress of Death: A Harlequin’s caress always wounds enemy 
fighters on a 4+, regardless of their Toughness, unless a 
lower result would be required.

HARLEQUIN’S EMBRACE
This wrist mounted weapon projects a cloud of 
monofilament wire that quickly contracts around the foe, 
slicing them to bloody chunks in seconds.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -

Embrace of Death: On a turn in which a fighter with a 
Harlequin’s embrace charges, it confers a +3 bonus to 
their Strength.

HARLEQUIN’S KISS
When this sharpened tube is driven through an enemy’s 
armour, the high-tensile monofilament wire within it 
uncoils, instantly reducing the victim’s insides to gory soup.

A Harlequin’s kiss uses the standard profile shown below; 
however, any To Wound rolls of 6 made for a Harlequin’s 
kiss are resolved using the kiss of death profile instead.

Standard 

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -

Kiss of Death 

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  D3  -6

MISTSTAVE
Even a glancing blow from a miststave can scramble the 
perceptions of its victims, leaving them trapped in a 
nightmare of illusory shadows and madness.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat User  1  *

Mental Assault: When rolling To Wound with a miststave, 
use the winner’s Leadership as the attack’s Strength 
characteristic, and the losing fighter’s Leadership 
characteristic as their Toughness. No armour saving 
throws can be taken against wounds inflicted in 
this manner.

MONOMOLECULAR BLADE
The whicker-sharp blades of the Harlequins have cutting 
edges a single molecule thick, that can part even heavy plate 
armour with ease. 

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -2

Parry: Fighters with monomolecular blades are able 
to parry.

PISTOLS
FUSION PISTOL
These weapons focus fusion energies into short-ranged but 
utterly lethal blasts that vaporise amour, flesh and bone in 
a heartbeat.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-4" 4-8" +1 - 8 D6 -5 5+

NEURO DISRUPTOR
These elegant psychocrystalline weapons fire beams of 
energy capable of burning away nervous tissue in an 
agonising instant, their victims crumpling with agonised 
expressions and not a mark upon them. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-8" 8-16" +2 - 1 1 * 6+

Neural Onslaught: A neuro disruptor always wounds 
enemy fighters on a 2+, regardless of their Toughness. 
No armour saving throws can be taken against wounds 
inflicted in this manner.

WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT



SHURIKEN PISTOL
These light, compact sidearms fire flurries of razor-edged 
discs that rip through their victims in blizzards of blood and 
shredded tissue.  

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-6" 6-12" +2 - 4 1 -1 4+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

SPECIAL WEAPONS
SHRIEKER CANNON
These cruel weapons fire streams of projectiles impregnated 
with virulent genetic toxins. The luckless victim’s blood 
boils, their organs rupture and their flesh sears from within 
before they detonate like living bombs in a visceral spray. 

Each time a Death Jester fires a shrieker cannon, pick one 
of the two profiles below to use. If he runs out of one type 
of ammunition, he may still continue to fire the other type 
of ammunition with his shrieker cannon.

Shuriken Rounds 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" +1 - 6 1 -2 4+

Sustained Fire: 2 dice.

Shrieker Rounds 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" +1 - 1 1 -1 5+

Large Blast: Shrieker rounds cause explosions of poisonous 
bio-matter; they use the large blast template.

Bio-explosion: Shrieker rounds always wound enemy 
fighters on a 2+, regardless of their Toughness.

GRENADES
PRISMATIC GRENADES
Wraithbone explosives with psychocrystalline cores, these 
weapons burn out their victims’ senses in searing blasts. 

  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

  4  1  -2

Blast: Prismatic grenades disperses their energy over a 
limited area, and so uses the small blast template.

Blinding: Enemy fighters that are hit by a prismatic grenade 
suffer a -1 penalty to their WS and BS characteristics (to a 
minimum of 1) until the end of their next turn.

SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT
FLIP BELT
These anti-gravitic devices enhance the Harlequins’ agility 
to incredible levels. 

A fighter with a flip belt treats all terrain as open ground 
for the purposes of movement, but can’t end its move on 
impassable terrain. In addition, a fighter with a flip belt 
never suffers falling damage.

HALLUCINOGEN GRENADE LAUNCHER
These fluted launchers swathe the enemy in psychotropic 
gasses that drive them swiftly mad.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-9" 9-18" - - 1 1 - 7+

Large Blast: Hallucinogen grenades give off a thick cloud of 
psychotropic gas; they use the large blast template.

Hallucinogenic: Enemy fighters that are pinned by a 
hallucinogen grenade launcher suffer a -2 penalty to their 
Initiative when testing to recover early from pinning.

HARLEQUIN MASK
These masks shift to display the greatest fears of the 
Harlequins’ enemies. 

A fighter with a Harlequin mask causes fear.

HOLO-SUIT
The programmable holo-fields of these suits transform 
their wearers into prismatic storms of light when they move, 
making them nigh impossible to hit. 

A fighter with a holo-suit has a 4+ invulnerable save.



DEATH JESTER
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Death Jester 6" 5 5 3 3 2 7 3 10
 
These sinister figures play the role of Death in the Harlequins’ saedath. Able to lay down withering hails of shuriken fire, 
these ghoulish figures have a grisly sense of humour that manifests in the cruel and ironic ways they kill their victims.

Wargear: A Death Jester has a concealed blade, shrieker cannon, Harlequin mask, flip belt and holo-suit.

Death is Not Enough: If an enemy fighter is pinned by a Death Jester’s shrieker cannon, they must immediately take a 
Leadership test. If this test is passed, the fighter is pinned as normal; if the test is failed, you can move the fighter D6" in 
any direction (this can even cause them to fall off the edge of a terrain feature!), after which they are pinned as normal.

Bounty: If a Death Jester is down or out of action at the end of a mission, the enemy kill team secures an additional 
promethium cache.

SHADOWSEER
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Shadowseer 6" 6 4 3 3 2 7 3 10
 
Shadowseers are enigmatic masters of trickery and misdirection, channelling their psychic energies into phantasms that 
confuse and disorient the foe while shielding the Harlequins from harm.

Wargear: A Shadowseer has a miststave, shuriken pistol, hallucinogen grenade launcher, Harlequin mask, flip belt and 
holo-suit. He may also exchange his shuriken pistol for a neuro disruptor.

Phantasmancer: Enemy fighters must subtract 8" from the maximum range of any shooting attacks they make that are 
directed at a Shadowseer or a friendly Harlequin Troupe fighter within 6" of him.

Bounty: If a Shadowseer is down or out of action at the end of a mission, the enemy kill team secures an additional 
promethium cache.

SOLITAIRE
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Solitaire 12" 9 9 3 3 3 10 6 10
 
The Solitaire plays the cursed role of Slaanesh. A lonely figure of dread who evokes superstitious terror even in his fellow 
Players, the Solitaire is a sublimely lethal warrior who is the equal of an entire warband of lesser foes. 

Wargear: A Solitaire has a Harlequin’s caress, Harlequin’s kiss, Harlequin mask, flip belt and holo-suit.

Impossible Form: A Solitaire has a 3+ invulnerable save and can never be pinned.

The Path of Damnation: If you expend a promethium cache to hire a Solitaire, he is the only model you can use for the 
duration of that mission! The Solitaire counts as your kill team’s leader for all rules purposes when playing the mission.

Premium Bounty: If a Solitaire is down or out of action at the end of a mission, the enemy kill team secures an additional 
D3 promethium caches.

HARLEQUIN SPECIAL OPERATIVES



The skill tables are used to determine what skills your 
fighters gain as they advance. Your fighters are restricted 
to specific skill tables depending upon their faction and 
whether they are a trooper, specialist or kill team leader.

The different characters of the factions mean that they 
each have contrasting areas of strength and weakness. For 
example, the swiftness and bladework of the Harlequins is 
legendary, while the mighty Grey Knights are highly skilled 
at both ranged and close combat.

Similarly, a fighter’s role counts for a great deal in terms 
of what skills they are able to learn. Kill team leaders and 

specialists have access to different skills that reflect their 
different roles to those of troopers in a kill team. New 
recruits, meanwhile, are still too green to pick up anything 
but the basics they need to fight alongside the other 
members of their kill team. New recruits cannot gain skills.

When a fighter gains a skill, pick a skill type that is available 
to them, roll two dice and consult the relevant table. You 
can choose one of the skills that correspond to the numbers 
rolled – your fighter gains that skill. If you roll the same 
number, re-roll one dice until you get another number. A 
fighter cannot gain the same skill twice – if the only skills 
you roll are skills they already have, re-roll the dice.

SKILLS

Skill types available

SUB-
FACTION ROLE Combat Ferocity Guerilla Agility Muscle Shooting Stealth
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The forces of the Necrons, having 
slumbered through the aeons, have 
awakened to find the galaxy overrun 
with fleshy, verminous usurpers. It is 
common for Necron kill teams to be 
dispatched to scour life forms from 
those sites that are to be reclaimed by 
Necron nobility when their dynasty 
rises to take back its rightful domain.

NECRON SPECIAL RULES
The following special rule applies to all 
of the members of a Necron kill team.

Reanimation Protocols: When Necron 
fighters would make an injury roll in 
the recovery phase, use the following 
table instead of the usual one: 
 
 1-3 Flesh Wound 
 4-5 Down 
 6 Out of Action

In addition, Necron fighters can always 
test to recover early from pinning, even 
if there is no friendly fighter within 2".

USING A NECRON KILL TEAM
A Necron kill team follows all of 
the normal rules, with the following 
exceptions:

– Each time a Necron Warrior earns 
its third Mission Completed mark, that 
Necron Warrior becomes a Trooper 
and may be given skills in the future, 
but its characteristics and equipment 
do not change.

APPOINTED IMMORTAL Kill Team Leader Cost to recruit: 200 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Appointed Immortal 4" 4 4 4 4 1 2 1 10
 
Imbued by the Crypteks with an enhanced grasp of strategy and tactics, the 
Appointed are given the honour of leading their sinister cohorts.

Wargear: An Appointed Immortal has a combat blade and Immortal exoskeleton. 
In addition, an Appointed Immortal can be armed with items chosen from the 
Necron Basic Weapons and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

IMMORTAL Trooper Cost to recruit: 110 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Immortal 4" 4 4 4 4 1 2 1 10
 
Forged from the war-castes of the Necrontyr, Immortals are excellent shock 
troops, the embodiment of the Necrons’ uncanny resilience.

Wargear: A Necron Immortal has a combat blade and Immortal exoskeleton. In 
addition, a Necron Immortal can be armed with items chosen from the Necron 
Basic Weapons and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

WARRIOR New Recruit Cost to recruit: 80 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Warrior 4" 4 4 4 4 1 2 1 10
 
Even with only a glimmer of consciousness to guide it, a Necron Warrior is a 
fearsome and resilient foe that can rise from even the most grievous harm.

Wargear: A Necron Warrior has a combat blade and Warrior exoskeleton. In 
addition, a Necron Warrior can be armed with items chosen from the Necron 
Basic Weapons and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

DEATHMARK Specialist Cost to recruit: 120 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Deathmark 4" 4 4 4 4 1 2 1 10
 
Crackling into realspace in the middle of battle to annihilate their enemies, 
Deathmarks are the assassins of the Necron cohorts.

Wargear: A Deathmark has a combat blade and Immortal exoskeleton. In 
addition, a Deathmark can be armed with items chosen from the Necron 
Special Weapons and Miscellaneous Equipment lists

Ethereal Interception: A Deathmark is not deployed with the rest of your kill 
team in any scenario. Instead, before deployment, select a single enemy fighter. 
In the movement phase of your second turn you may place the Deathmark 
anywhere on the board within 8" of this model. This counts as its movement for 
this turn. You may not place the Deathmark in base-to-base contact with any 
enemy fighters. 
 
If the Deathmark is arriving in a scenario as reinforcements, it may use this 
special rule on the turn it arrives as if it were the second turn. 

NECRON KILL TEAMS

‘Awaken the legions!’ - Ordicor the Technomandrite



NECRON WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT LISTS
Basic Weapons
Gauss flayer* ........................................................... 50 points
Gauss blaster** .......................................................60 points
Tesla carbine** ....................................................... 65 points
* Warriors only 
** Immortals and Appointed Immortal only

Special Weapons 
Synaptic disintegrator ............................................40 points

Miscellaneous
Phase-shifter ........................................................... 15 points
Photo-visor .............................................................. 15 points
Mindshackle scarabs ..............................................25 points
Shadowloom ............................................................30 points
Weapon reload ..........................Half cost of weapon in points



HAND-TO-HAND WEAPONS
HYPERPHASE SWORD
The energy blade of a hyperphase sword vibrates across 
dimensional states, and can easily slice through armour and 
flesh to sever the vital organs within.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -3

ROD OF COVENANT
The rod of covenant is a tool of swift execution for those 
found wanting by the Triarch Praetorians.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  D3  -2

Energy Blast: A rod of covenant may also be used as a 
ranged weapon with the following profile:

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-6" 6-12" +1 - 5 1 -1 4+

VOIDBLADE
The gleaming black edge of a voidblade flickers in and out 
of existence, causing the molecular bonds of any material it 
comes into contact with to instantaneously disintegrate.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -2

WARSCYTHE
Warscythes are energy-bladed battle staves. Though heavy 
and cumbersome, in the hands of a Necron it becomes a 
most formidable weapon. 

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user +2  D3  -3

PISTOL WEAPONS
PARTICLE CASTER
Particle weapons emit streams of antimatter particles that 
detonate as their containment fields split on impact.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-6" 6-12" - - 6 1 -2 5+

BASIC WEAPONS
GAUSS BLASTER
Gauss blasters project a dual molecular disassembly beam, 
reducing flesh, bone and armour to nothingness.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" - - 5 1 -2 5+

Gauss: You can re-roll failed To Wound rolls for shots fired 
with this weapon.

GAUSS FLAYER
The standard weapon of the Necron warrior construct, the 
gauss flayer can strip a man to his constituent atoms in a 
matter of seconds.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" - - 4 1 -1 4+

Gauss: You can re-roll failed To Wound rolls for shots fired 
with this weapon.

TESLA CARBINE
A tesla weapon unleashes a bolt of living lightning that 
crackles and leaps from target to target.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" - - 5 1 - 4+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

SPECIAL WEAPONS
SYNAPTIC DISINTEGRATOR
This weapon fires a compressed leptonic beam that destroys 
synaptic tissue. Beginning within the target’s brain and 
spreading in microseconds to the rest of the body, it causes 
the luckless target to crumple limply to the ground.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-9" 9-18" - - 5 1 -1 5+

WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT



SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT
DISPERSION SHIELD
The force barrier projected by a dispersion shield can 
harmlessly dissipate the energy of close combat attacks and 
incoming enemy fire alike.

A fighter equipped with a dispersion shield can never claim 
the additional Attack for being armed with two weapons in 
the hand-to-hand phase.

Invulnerable Save: A fighter equipped with a dispersion 
shield has a 3+ invulnerable save.

GRAVITY DISPLACEMENT PACK
The ribcage-like devices known as gravity displacement 
packs allow the wearer to hover, levitate and descend at will, 
giving impressive freedom of movement.

A fighter equipped with a gravity displacement pack may 
use it in the movement phase instead of moving normally. 
The fighter may move up to 10" in any direction, ignoring 
the normal restrictions for terrain, however you may not end 
this move in impassable ground. The gravity displacement 
pack may be used to charge an enemy fighter, but does not 
double the user’s Movement distance when doing so. 

MINDSHACKLE SCARABS
The tiny constructs known as mindshackle scarabs can 
infiltrate a living creature’s mind, using pinpoint pulses of 
electricity to commandeer the living tissue of the brain.

Once per game, at the start of the shooting phase, a fighter 
with mindshackle scarabs may pick an enemy fighter within 
6" to attempt to temporarily enslave instead of firing a 
ranged weapon. If they do so, the enemy fighter must take 
a Leadership test with a -1 penalty. If the test is passed, 
nothing happens. If the test is failed, you may immediately 
make a shooting attack with that fighter as if it belonged to 
your kill team, following all the usual rules. 

PHASE SHIFTER
A phase shifter causes its bearer to fluctuate in and out of 
an incorporeal state, making him move like a ghost.

A fighter equipped with a phase shifter may move through 
all terrain as if it was open ground. It may not finish its 
move inside impassable ground.

SHADOWLOOM
This generator projects an aura of unnatural darkness about 
the bearer, making it difficult to track and target.

A fighter equipped with a shadowloom always counts as 
being in at least partial cover – even when in the open – for 
the purposes of being the target of shooting attacks.

ARMOUR
IMMORTAL EXOSKELETON
The hardened alloys of a Necron Immortal are designed to 
withstand the passage of the aeons without corrosion.

A fighter with an Immortal exoskeleton has a basic armour 
save of 3+.

WARRIOR EXOSKELETON
Necrons are not creatures of flesh and blood – though their 
tough exoskeletons protect vital circuitry, they are tough 
beyond the limits of the natural world.

A fighter with a Warrior exoskeleton has a basic armour save 
of 4+.

‘Order. Obedience. Unity. We taught the galaxy these things long ago, and we will do so again.’  
- Imotekh the Stormlord



LYCHGUARD
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
Lychguard 4" 4 4 5 5 1 2 2 10
 
Wielding lightning-tipped warscythes or spectral hyperphase swords, the Lychguard exact a bloody toll, their cracking 
blades carving through armour and flesh. These bodyguard constructs interpose their inviolable forms whenever their 
designated lord is in danger, before returning the aggression thricefold.

Wargear: A Lychguard has a warscythe and Immortal exoskeleton. He may exchange his warscythe for a hyperphase sword 
and dispersion shield.

Bodyguard: If a Lychguard is within 2" of your leader when he is the target of a shooting attack, you may roll a dice. On a 
3+, the Lychguard intercepts the shot, and it is resolved against him instead. You may not do this against weapons which 
use the teardrop-shaped flamer template.

TRIARCH PRAETORIAN
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
Triarch Praetorian 4" 4 4 5 5 1 2 2 10
 
Praetorians seek out stirring tomb worlds to guide their Necron inhabitants to ascendancy. They hover over the battlefield 
on gravity displacement packs, reducing foes to ash with their glowing rods of covenant. To witness these towering enforcers 
in action is to see the might of the ancient Necron Triarch made manifest – few mortals will survive the experience.

Wargear: A Triarch Praetorian has a rod of covenant, gravity displacement pack and Immortal exoskeleton. He may 
exchange his rod of covenant for a particle caster and voidblade. 

NECRON SPECIAL OPERATIVES



The skill tables are used to determine what skills your 
fighters gain as they advance. Your fighters are restricted 
to specific skill tables depending upon their faction and 
whether they are a trooper, specialist or kill team leader.

The different characters of the factions mean that they 
each have contrasting areas of strength and weakness. For 
example, the Necrons are extremely difficult to take out of 
action thanks to their self-repairing bodies of living metal, 
and they possess weaponry of terrifying power, while the 
Harlequins are extremely agile and elusive.

Similarly, a fighter’s role counts for a great deal in terms 
of what skills they are able to learn. Kill team leaders and 

specialists have access to different skills that reflect their 
different roles to those of troopers in a kill team. New 
recruits, meanwhile, are still too green to pick up anything 
but the basics they need to fight alongside the other 
members of their kill team. New recruits cannot gain skills.

When a fighter gains a skill, pick a skill type that is available 
to them, roll two dice and consult the relevant table. You 
can choose one of the skills that correspond to the numbers 
rolled – your fighter gains that skill. If you roll the same 
number, re-roll one dice until you get another number. A 
fighter cannot gain the same skill twice – if the only skills 
you roll are skills they already have, re-roll the dice.

SKILLS

Skill types available

SUB-
FACTION ROLE Combat Ferocity Guerilla Agility Muscle Shooting Stealth
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A mainstay of the legions of the 
Adeptus Mechanicus, Skitarii Rangers 
are relentless hunters. Able to operate 
for days on end without rest or respite, 
they will track their prey to the point 
of exhaustion before bringing them 
down in a hail of fire from their 
exotic weaponry.

SKITARII SPECIAL RULES
The following special rules apply to all 
of the members of a Skitarii kill team.

Artificer Weaponry: A Skitarii fighter 
may ignore the first failed Ammo 
roll in each game. 

USING A SKITARII KILL TEAM
A Skitarii Ranger kill team follows all 
of the normal rules, with the following 
exceptions:

– A Skitarii kill team consists of 3-10 
models.

– A Skitarii kill team can include up to 
3 specialists.

SKITARII RANGER ALPHA       Kill Team Leader Cost to recruit: 150 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Skitarii Ranger Alpha 4" 3 4 3 3 2 4 2 9
 
Every Skitarii Ranger team is led by an Alpha, one blessed enough that their 
modifications now make up more of their body than flesh does.

Wargear: A Skitarii Ranger Alpha is equipped with a combat blade and Skitarii 
war plate. In addition, a Skitarii Ranger Alpha can be armed with items 
chosen from the Skitarii Hand-to-Hand, Pistols, Basic Weapons, Grenades and 
Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

SKITARII RANGER Trooper Cost to recruit: 80 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Skitarii Ranger 4" 3 4 3 3 1 3 1 8
 
Skitarii Rangers are the mainstay of a Skitarii Ranger kill team. They are highly 
modified and methodical fighters.

Wargear: All Skitarii Rangers are equipped with a combat blade and Skitarii war 
plate. In addition, a Skitarii Ranger can be armed with items chosen from the 
Skitarii Basic Weapons, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

SKITARII FRESH-FORGED       New Recruit Cost to recruit: 65 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Skitarii Fresh-forged 4" 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 8
 
Fresh-forged are the most recent additions to a Skitarii Ranger team, their 
remaining flesh still raw from the surgery involved in bionic modification.

Wargear: All Skitarii Fresh-forged are equipped with a combat blade and Skitarii 
war plate. In addition, a Skitarii Fresh-forged can be armed with items chosen 
from the Skitarii Basic Weapons, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

SKITARII SPECIALIST Specialist Cost to recruit: 90 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Skitarii Specialist 4" 3 4 3 3 1 3 1 8
 
Skitarii Specialists are given the holy duty of carrying and maintaining the kill 
team’s more unusual weaponry.

Wargear: All Skitarii Specialists are equipped with a combat blade and Skitarii 
war plate. In addition, a Skitarii Ranger Specialist can be armed with items 
chosen from the Skitarii Pistols, Special Weapons, Grenades and Miscellaneous 
Equipment lists.

SKITARII RANGER KILL TEAMS

‘The machine spirit guards the knowledge of the ancients. Flesh is fallible, but ritual honours the machine 
spirit. To break with ritual is to break with faith.’  

- The Warnings, Tenets of the Adeptus Mechanicus



SKITARII WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT LISTS
Grenades
Frag grenades .........................................................25 points
Melta bombs* ..........................................................30 points
Krak grenades .........................................................40 points
* Skitarii Ranger Alpha only

Miscellaneous
Clip harness ............................................................ 10 points
Photo-visor .............................................................. 15 points
Red-dot laser sight* ................................................20 points
Telescopic sight** ...................................................20 points
Enhanced data-tether ............................................ 35 points
Omnispex ................................................................40 points
Weapon reload ..........................Half cost of weapon in points
* Can be fitted to galvanic rifles, radium carbines and 
transuranic arquebuses only
** Can be fitted to galvanic rifles and transuranic 
arquebuses only

Hand-to-Hand Weapons
Combat blade (knife) ..............................................5 points
Taser goad ............................................................... 45 points
Arc maul* ................................................................ 50 points
Power sword* .......................................................... 50 points
* Skitarii Ranger Alpha only

Pistols
Radium pistol .........................................................20 points
Arc pistol .................................................................30 points
Phosphor blast pistol* ............................................40 points
* Skitarii Ranger Alpha only

Basic Weapons
Galvanic rifle .......................................................... 35 points
Radium carbine ...................................................... 35 points

Special Weapons 
Plasma caliver ......................................................... 75 points
Arc rifle ...................................................................40 points
Transuranic arquebus .......................................... 180 points



HAND-TO-HAND WEAPONS
ARC MAUL
When activated, an arc maul becomes a rod of lightning like 
unto those wielded by the gods of Old Earth. 

 Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

 Close Combat As user +2  1  -1

Concussive: A fighter who goes down as a result of an injury 
roll made for this weapon is automatically taken out of 
action, even if the wielder is fighting other opponents.

CHORDCLAW
The feared chordclaw works on a similar principle to the 
other transonic weaponry. The resonant frequencies that 
pulse through its talons turn muscle, bone and fat to jelly.

 Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

 Close Combat As user +1  D3  -

Transonic: On a wound roll of 6, the save modifier of this 
weapon changes to -4.

PAIR OF TRANSONIC BLADES
When they strike armour, transonic blades will adjust their 
hostile sonic field to match its resonant frequency, quickly 
slicing right through it.

 Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

 Close Combat As user +1  1  -

Paired: A fighter attacking with these weapons can re-roll 
To Wound rolls in the hand-to-hand phase. 

Parry: Fighters with a pair of transonic blades are able to 
make two parries.

Transonic: On a wound roll of 6, the save modifier of this 
weapon changes to -4.

TASER GOAD 
Powered by hyperdynamo capacitors, taser weapons store an 
incredible amount of potential energy. A solid impact will 
cause this energy to be discharged in a scorching blast, only 
to be harnessed once more by the electrothief prongs at the 
weapon’s tip. 

 Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

 Close Combat As user +2  1  -

Taser: Add +2 to your combat score if your opponent 
fumbles, instead of the usual +1.

TRANSONIC RAZOR
Transonic razors are shorter than transonic blades, but are 
no less deadly. When combined with a chordclaw, they form 
a humming web of weaving, stabbing and slicing edges. 

 Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

 Close Combat As user +1  D3  -

Transonic: On a wound roll of 6, the save modifier of this 
weapon changes to -4.

PISTOLS
ARC PISTOL
Arc weapons discharge with a loud crack, firing bolts of 
blue-white electricity that can fry a man’s brain or overload 
a war machine’s datacortex in a second. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-8" 8-16" +2 - 5 1 - 5+

FLECHETTE BLASTER
A flechette blaster fires hundreds of tiny darts in a single 
salvo. Where one dart hits home it emits a bioelectric pulse 
that attracts others, resulting in a series of impacts that 
burrow through bone. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-8" 8-16" - +1 2 1 - 5+

Sustained Fire: 2 dice.

PHOSPHOR BLAST PISTOL
If those struck by the burning spheres fired by a phosphor 
blast pistol are not killed by the initial trauma, they are soon 
felled by the light-guided volleys that follow. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-8" 8-16" - - 5 D3 - 6+

Phosphor: A model that suffers a hit from a phosphor blast 
pistol cannot hide in its next turn.

RADIUM PISTOL
The baroque beauty of a radium pistol belies a singularly 
vile function – not only to strike, but to render the 
battlefield as deadly as the rad-wastes of Mars. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-8" 8-16" +1 - 4 1 - 4+

WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT



STUBCARBINE
A stubcarbine fills the air with a storm of solid shot that 
chews its victims to bloody ruin. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-8" 8-16" - - 4 1 - 5+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

BASIC WEAPONS
GALVANIC RIFLE
The galvanic servitor-bullets inside this weapon are 
incredibly advanced. When such a bullet strikes home, it 
causes all the potential energy of the target to burn out in a 
killing blast of electric force. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-15" 15-30" - +1 4 1 -1 5+

RADIUM CARBINE
The bullets fired by a radium carbine are so laced with 
radiation that even a minor wound can slay its victim within 
a matter of days.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" +1 - 4 1 - 4+

SPECIAL WEAPONS
ARC RIFLE
Arc rifles are often used for disabling and destroying enemy 
war machines, but their killing power works just as well on 
living flesh. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" +2 - 5 1 - 5+

PLASMA CALIVER
As volatile as it is deadly, the plasma caliver exchanges range 
for a truly terrifying rate of fire.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-6" 6-18" - - 7 1 -3 7+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

Volatile: A plasma caliver has the potential to overheat, and 
may explode (see Shadow War: Armageddon, pg 48).

TRANSURANIC ARQUEBUS
This weapon fires a hyper-velocity shell of lethal depleted 
transuranium across extremely long distances.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-20" 20-72"  -1 - 7 D3 -3 6+

Sniper Weapon: A transuranic arquebus takes time to 
set up and use. Because of this, a fighter cannot fire a 
transuranic arquebus if they moved that turn.

ARMOUR
SICARIAN BATTLE ARMOUR
The alloy of this armour acts as a capacitor that harnesses 
the energy of incoming attacks and disperses it harmlessly 
across the wearer’s bionic frame.

Save: A fighter equipped with Sicarian battle armour has a 
4+ armour save and a 6+ invulnerable save.

SKITARII WAR PLATE
Skitarii war plate prevents the slow abrasion of the wearer’s 
body whilst affording a measure of protection from the 
harmful emanations of their weaponry.

Armour Save: A fighter equipped with Skitarii war plate has 
a 4+ armour save.

SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT
ENHANCED DATA-TETHER
Those honoured with bearing enhanced data-tethers are 
obeyed without hesitation by their reverent comrades.

A model equipped with an enhanced data-tether and any 
friendly fighters within 6" may test to recover from pinning 
as if they were within 6" of your leader.

OMNISPEX
An omnispex can read heat emissions, data signatures 
and biological waveforms, and transfer this targeting 
information wherever it is needed.

A fighter equipped with an omnispex may designate an 
enemy fighter in line of sight as a priority target at the start 
of your turn. If they do so, friendly fighters within 6" of the 
omnispex’s bearer ignore any penalties for cover that they 
would otherwise suffer when shooting at that target. If a 
fighter uses an omnispex, they may not move or shoot this 
turn. A fighter may not use an omnispex whilst engaged in 
close combat. 



TECH-PRIEST ENGINSEER
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
Tech-Priest Enginseer 4" 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 8
 
Skilled battle-smiths and custodians of the war machines that accompany the massed ranks of the Astra Militarum, 
Tech-Priest Enginseers can soothe the machine spirits of even most temperamental weapons.

Wargear: A Tech-Priest Enginseer has a laspistol, power axe, servo-arm, frag and krak grenades and power armour.

Soothe Machine Spirit: You can choose to re-roll any failed Ammo rolls for fighters within 6" of a friendly 
Tech-Priest Enginseer.

SICARIAN RUSTSTALKER
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Sicarian Ruststalker 6" 4 4 3 3 2 4 2 8
 
Sicarian Ruststalkers are stick-thin assassins driven to a bitter murderlust by the mutilations of their former lives. Known 
as ‘shivs’ to the soldiers of the Astra Militarum due to the shivering, blurring appearance of their transonic weaponry, the 
Ruststalkers dart across the battlefield at daunting speed and fight with a frantic energy. 

Wargear: A Sicarian Ruststalker has a transonic razor, chordclaw and Sicarian battle armour. They may also do any of 
the following: 
Exchange their transonic razor and chordclaw for a pair of transonic blades.

Combat Master: If a Sicarian Ruststalker is attacked by multiple opponents in hand-to-hand combat, it uses their numbers 
against them. The enemy fighters don’t gain the multiple combat bonuses to their Attacks and Combat Score.

SICARIAN INFILTRATOR
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Sicarian Infiltrator 6" 4 4 3 3 2 4 2 8
 
Those hunted by Sicarian Infiltrators will find themselves buffeted by the waves of neurostatic these gangle-limbed stalkers 
broadcast before them. Robbed of their sight, their hearing, even their sense of smell, such victims are easy targets for the 
compact tools the Infiltrators use in their deadly work.

Wargear: A Sicarian Infiltrator has a stubcarbine, power sword and Sicarian battle armour. They may also do any of the 
following: 
Exchange their stubcarbine for a flechette blaster.  
Exchange their power sword for a taser goad.

Infiltration: Once both kill teams have been set up, but before a mission begins, you may make two free run moves with 
this fighter. They may not do anything during these moves except run, and they may not move within 8" of an enemy. 

Neurostatic Aura: Fighters within 6" of any enemy Sicarian Infiltrators subtract 1 from their Initiative and 
Leadership characteristics. 

SKITARII SPECIAL OPERATIVES



The skill tables are used to determine what skills your 
fighters gain as they advance. Your fighters are restricted 
to specific skill tables depending upon their faction and 
whether they are a trooper, specialist or kill team leader.

The different characters of the factions mean that they 
each have contrasting areas of strength and weakness. 
For example, Skitarii Rangers are skilled at both 
ranged and close combat, while Orks are ferocious and 
physically imposing.

Similarly, a fighter’s role counts for a great deal in terms 
of what skills they are able to learn. Kill team leaders and 

specialists have access to different skills that reflect their 
different roles to those of troopers in a kill team. New 
recruits, meanwhile, are still too green to pick up anything 
but the basics they need to fight alongside the other 
members of their kill team. New recruits cannot gain skills.

When a fighter gains a skill, pick a skill type that is available 
to them, roll two dice and consult the relevant table. You 
can choose one of the skills that correspond to the numbers 
rolled – your fighter gains that skill. If you roll the same 
number, re-roll one dice until you get another number. A 
fighter cannot gain the same skill twice – if the only skills 
you roll are skills they already have, re-roll the dice.

SKILLS

Skill types available

SUB-
FACTION ROLE Combat Ferocity Guerilla Agility Muscle Shooting Stealth
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Daring and determined scouts, it is 
the Pathfinders who are tasked with 
scouting out the movements and 
disposition of the foe, who ambush 
key targets, and who sabotage 
supply dumps well behind enemy 
lines. Pathfinders have access to an 
arsenal of advanced weaponry to 
aid them in this task, and they are 
often accompanied by a number of 
specialised Drones that perform a vital 
supporting role.

TAU PATHFINDER SPECIAL RULES
The following special rules apply to all 
of the members of a Tau Pathfinder 
kill team.

Supporting Fire: If a Tau Pathfinder 
fighter is charged by an enemy 
fighter, friendly Tau Pathfinder 
fighters within 3" may fire a single 
ranged weapon as if they were on 
overwatch at the charging enemy 
fighter. They may not do this if they 
are themselves engaged in hand-to-
hand combat.

USING A TAU PATHFINDER KILL TEAM
A Tau Pathfinder kill team follows all 
of the normal rules, with the following 
exception:

– A Tau Pathfinder kill team consists 
of 3-10 models (including up to 
3 Drones).

PATHFINDER SHAS’UI Kill Team Leader Cost to recruit: 140 points
    M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Pathfinder Shas’ui  4" 2 3 3 3 1 2 1 8
 
A Pathfinder Shas’ui is an experienced veteran of many campaigns, able to direct 
his forces with an uncanny degree of accuracy, epitomising the power what can 
be achieved by those whose belief in the Greater Good is strongest. 

Wargear: A Pathfinder Shas’ui has a combat blade and recon armour. In 
addition, a Pathfinder Shas’ui can be armed with items chosen from the Tau 
Pistols, Basic Weapons, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

Bonding Knife Ritual: Any fighter within 12" of their kill team’s Pathfinder 
Shas’ui can use their Leadership characteristic when taking break tests and 
tests to see if they recover their nerve when broken. In addition, any fighters 
within 12" of their kill team’s Pathfinder Shas’ui may test to recover from 
pinning as if they were within 2" of a friendly fighter. 

PATHFINDER Trooper Cost to recruit: 60 points
    M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Pathfinder  4" 2 3 3 3 1 2 1 7
 
The life of a Pathfinder is exceptionally hazardous. Their casualty rates are 
vastly higher than those of the Fire Warriors they usually guide into battle, but 
nevertheless they are composed and daring fighters.

Wargear: A Pathfinder has a combat blade and recon armour. In addition, 
a Pathfinder can be armed with items chosen from the Tau Pistols, Basic 
Weapons, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

PATHFINDER CADET New Recruit Cost to recruit: 50 points
    M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Pathfinder Cadet  4" 2 3 3 3 1 2 1 7
 
The Pathfinder academies are always inundated with volunteers eager to do 
their part for the Greater Good. These fresh recruits seamlessly merge into even 
veteran teams, their belief in their cause inviolable.

Wargear: A Pathfinder Cadet has a combat blade and recon armour. In addition, 
a Pathfinder Cadet can be armed with items chosen from the Tau Basic 
Weapons, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

PATHFINDER SPECIALIST Specialist Cost to recruit: 60 points
    M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Pathfinder Specialist  4" 2 3 3 3 1 2 1 7
 
Pathfinder Specialists are those who have proven their marksmanship and are 
entrusted with their kill team’s heavier support weapons. 

Wargear: A Pathfinder Specialist has a combat blade and recon armour. In 
addition, a Pathfinder Specialist can be armed with items chosen from the Tau 
Pistols, Special Weapons, Grenades and Miscellaneous Equipment lists.

TAU PATHFINDER KILL TEAMS



TAU PATHFINDER WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT LISTS
Grenades
Photon grenades ..................................................... 10 points

Miscellaneous
Clip harness ............................................................ 10 points
Photo-visor .............................................................. 15 points
Markerlight ............................................................. 15 points
Weapon reload ..........................Half cost of weapon in points

Pistols
Pulse pistol ..............................................................30 points

Basic Weapons
Pulse carbine ..........................................................30 points

Special Weapons 
Ion rifle ................................................................. 100 points
Rail rifle ................................................................ 120 points

MB3 RECON DRONE  Drone Cost to recruit: 110 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Recon Drone 6" 2 2 3 4 1 2 1 8
 
The Recon Drone mounts an array of support systems to aid Pathfinder teams in 
the field, from scanning equipment to a fearsome burst cannon.

Wargear: A Recon Drone has a burst cannon, scanning array, combat blade and 
Drone carapace.

MV33 GRAV-INHIBITOR 
DRONE Drone Cost to recruit: 50 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Grav-Inhibitor Drone 6" 2 2 3 4 1 2 1 8
 
This Drone hovers protectively at its operator’s shoulder, driving back the enemy 
with thrumming gravity waves.

Wargear: A Grav-Inhibitor Drone has a gravity wave projector, combat blade and 
Drone carapace.

MV31 PULSE 
ACCELERATOR DRONE Drone Cost to recruit: 50 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Pulse Accelerator Drone 6" 2 2 3 4 1 2 1 8
 
The Pulse Accelerator Drone augments the pulse weaponry of its operator’s 
squad, lending greater range to their fire. 

Wargear: A Pulse-Accelerator Drone has a pulse accelerator, combat blade and 
Drone carapace. 



HAND-TO-HAND WEAPONS
HONOUR STAVE
Ethereals carry this staff as a symbol of their authority, 
but in a tight situation it can also be used to bludgeon any 
enemies who come too close.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -

PISTOLS
PULSE PISTOL
The pulse pistol is considered a last resort for most Tau, but 
many Pathfinders like to have a backup weapon in case their 
main armament is lost or damaged.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-8" 8-16" +1 - 5 1 - 4

BASIC WEAPONS
PULSE CARBINE
A shorter-barrelled weapon than the longer pulse rifle, 
these are the weapon of choice for Pathfinders due to being 
better suited to fighting in confined areas.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-9" 9-18" - - 5 1 -2 4+

PULSE RIFLE
Pulse technology is common within the Fire caste, and 
all pulse weapons utilise pulsed induction fields to propel 
lethal bursts of plasma over great distances. The pulse rifle 
allows Tau warriors to engage enemy fighters from a safe 
distance with lethal effectiveness.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-15" 15-30" - - 5 1 -2 4+

SPECIAL WEAPONS
ION RIFLE
The high-energy streams fired by ion weapons react 
destructively with their target, vaporising flesh and 
metal with equal ease. Ion weapons can be overcharged 
to generate a more devastating attack, but at a risk of 
overheating its primary power cells.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" - -1 6 D3 -3 8+

RAIL RIFLE
Tau rail weapons use linear accelerator technology to fire 
a solid projectile at hyper-velocity. They are capable of 
punching through the thickest of armour and of taking 
down the largest of enemies.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-15" 15-30" -1 - 6 D3 -3 8+

Sniper Weapon: A rail rifle takes time to set up and use. 
Because of this, a fighter cannot fire a rail rifle if they 
moved that turn.

HEAVY WEAPONS
BURST CANNON
Utilising a similar plasma induction technology found in 
Tau pulse technology, burst cannons are multi-barrelled 
weapons able to sustain high rates of fire. 

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-9" 9-18" - - 5 1 -2 5+

Sustained Fire: 2 dice.

FUSION BLASTER
Fusion weapons can reduce reinforced armour to slag in the 
blink of an eye.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-9" 9-18" +1 - 8 D6 -5 6+

‘It is as we join with others, in a way that only the Tau can, in shared engagement to the Greater Good, 
that we find ourselves able to fully realise our true potential. And that is the final source of our hopes 

and intentions.’ - Aun’el T’au Tam’ya, Ethereal caste

WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT



GRENADES
PHOTON GRENADES
Photon grenades are used defensively to wrong-foot 
oncoming attackers. The burst of light they emit is strong 
enough to burn retinas and fry sensor circuitry.

If an enemy fighter charges a Tau Pathfinder fighter 
equipped with photon grenades that is not already involved 
in hand-to-hand combat, they do not gain the +1 bonus for 
charging in the ensuing hand-to-hand combat phase.

SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT
GRAVITY WAVE PROJECTOR
The centrifugal mass coils inside a gravity wave projector 
create thrumming pulses of force that press against the 
enemy, slowing their advance to a crawl.

Enemy fighters within 6" of a gravity wave projector must 
subtract 1" from their movement, before doubling for 
charges or running. 

HOVER DRONE
Many Ethereals take to the field of battle atop floating 
hover drones, allowing them to move where they are needed 
swiftly and without impediment.

An Ethereal standing atop a hover drone never suffers 
falling damage, and always counts as rolling a 6 when 
making any jump moves. In addition, he may move over all 
terrain as if it was open ground, but may not finish his move 
on impassable terrain.

MARKERLIGHT
Markerlights fire a simple beam that transmit reams of 
targeting data to other Tau units, allowing them to pinpoint 
and engage the enemy with unerring accuracy.

Instead of firing a ranged weapon in the shooting phase, a 
Tau fighter with a markerlight may instead pick an enemy 
model within 30" and in line of sight. If they do so, friendly 
models firing at that enemy may ignore the To Hit penalties 
for cover. 

PULSE ACCELERATOR
A pulse accelerator amplifies the pulsed induction fields of 
nearby Tau weaponry, allowing them to be fired at an even 
greater range.

Tau fighters within 3" may add 6" to the Long Range of 
any Pulse Carbines, Pulse Rifles or Pulse pistols they are 
equipped with. 

SCANNING ARRAY
Recon Drones are equipped with a series of networked 
scanning arrays to detect the atmospheric micro-
fluctuations created by moving enemies.

If a fighter with a scanning array is used as a sentry in 
the Raid or Rescue scenarios, you may re-roll the D6 to 
determine its spotting distance.

ARMOUR
RECON ARMOUR
Recon armour consists of multiple interwoven high-
resistance plates and affords the wearer a healthy balance of 
protection and manoeuvrability.

A fighter wearing recon armour has a 5+ armour save.

DRONE CARAPACE
The plating that forms a drone carapace is designed to 
protect a Drone’s computational circuitry and anti-grav 
motors from light arms fire.

A fighter armour with Drone carapace has a 4+ armour save.

COMBAT ARMOUR
Combat armour offers even greater defences to its wearer 
than recon armour, and is well suited to Tau warriors who 
will be in the thick of a firefight.

A fighter wearing combat armour has a basic armour save 
of 4+.

XV25 STEALTH BATTLESUIT
Like all Tau battlesuits, the XV25 is made of a dense 
nanocrystalline alloy which has an impact-resistant structure 
and a lightweight composition.

A fighter wearing an XV25 Stealth Battlesuit has a basic 
armour save of 3+.



STEALTH TEAM SHAS’UI
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
Stealth Team Shas’ui 5" 2 4 4 3 1 3 2 8
 
For some foes, the only sign of a Stealth Team Shas’ui is a slight sensor-ghost, or the unnerving feeling of being watched. 
For others there is no warning at all, before the world lights up with chattering burst cannons and hissing fusion blasters.

Wargear: A Stealth Team Shas’ui has a burst cannon, combat blade and an XV25 Stealth Battlesuit. They may exchange 
their burst cannon for a fusion blaster. 

Infiltration: Once both kill teams have been set up, but before a mission begins, you may make two free run moves with 
a Stealth Team Shas’ui. They may not do anything during these moves except run, and they may not move within 8" of 
an enemy. 

Stealth Field: A Stealth Team Shas’ui always counts as being in cover, even when in the open. This may not be negated or 
ignored by any special rules which reduce or ignore cover.

CADRE FIREBLADE
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
Cadre Fireblade 4" 3 5 3 3 2 3 2 9
 
Raising his pulse rifle and sighting down its length, the Cadre Fireblade calls out enemy weak spots and optimal firing 
solutions to those under his command.

Wargear: A Cadre Fireblade is equipped with a pulse rifle, markerlight and combat armour.

Direct Fire: In your shooting phase, you may pick a friendly Tau Pathfinder fighter (but not a Drone) within 6" of a Cadre 
Fireblade. That fighter may shoot twice in that shooting phase.

ETHEREAL
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Ethereal 5" 2 2 3 3 3 3 1 10
 
Solemn and stern, members of the Ethereal caste direct their followers with a calm authority that cannot be denied. Each 
Ethereal moves in the eye of his own personal storm, an oasis of serenity amid the raging madness of war.

Wargear: An Ethereal is equipped with recon armour and an honour staff. He can also be equipped with a Hover Drone.

Bounty: If an Ethereal is down or out of action at the end of a mission, the enemy kill team secures an additional 
promethium cache.

Shield Generator: An Ethereal has a 4+ invulnerable save.

Invocation of the Elements: All friendly Tau Pathfinder fighters that can draw line of sight to an Ethereal automatically 
recover from pinning at the start of your turn. 

The Price of Failure: If an Ethereal is taken out of action, the Tau Pathfinder Kill Team must take a bottle test at the start 
of their next turn, regardless of the number of other casualties.

TAU SPECIAL OPERATIVES



The skill tables are used to determine what skills your 
fighters gain as they advance. Your fighters are restricted 
to specific skill tables depending upon their faction and 
whether they are a trooper, specialist or kill team leader.

The different characters of the factions mean that they 
each have contrasting areas of strength and weakness. 
For example, Tau Pathfinders are experts at setting up 
ambushes, eliminating their foes in a barrage of fire from 
their high-tech weaponry, while Tyranid Warriors are 
ferocious and possess inhuman strength.

Similarly, a fighter’s role counts for a great deal in terms 
of what skills they are able to learn. Kill team leaders and 

specialists have access to different skills that reflect their 
different roles to those of troopers in a kill team. New 
recruits, meanwhile, are still too green to pick up anything 
but the basics they need to fight alongside the other 
members of their kill team. New recruits cannot gain skills.

When a fighter gains a skill, pick a skill type that is available 
to them, roll two dice and consult the relevant table. You 
can choose one of the skills that correspond to the numbers 
rolled – your fighter gains that skill. If you roll the same 
number, re-roll one dice until you get another number. A 
fighter cannot gain the same skill twice – if the only skills 
you roll are skills they already have, re-roll the dice.

SKILLS

Skill types available

SUB-
FACTION ROLE Combat Ferocity Guerilla Agility Muscle Shooting Stealth
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As dominant creatures within the 
swarm’s numberless ranks, Tyranid 
Warriors share a direct synaptic link 
to the Hive Mind itself. They can be 
relied upon to hunt prey far from the 
collective horde and the leader-beasts 
that usually direct them in battle.

TYRANID WARRIOR SPECIAL RULES
The following special rule applies to all 
of the members of a Tyranid Warrior 
kill team.

Synapse Creature: A fighter with 
this rule never has to take fear or 
terror tests and cannot be pinned 
by shooting attacks, unless they 
are from high-impact weapons. In 
addition, a fighter with this rule 
can always test to recover early from 
pinning, even if there is no friendly 
fighter within 2".

USING A TYRANID WARRIOR KILL TEAM
A Tyranid Warrior kill team follows 
all of the normal rules, with the 
following exceptions:

– A Tyranid Warrior kill team consists 
of 3-5 models.

– In any missions that allow Ork Boyz 
kill teams to field additional models 
(such as the Raid or Hit and Run), 
subtract 2 from the random number 
of models that take part in the mission 
for a Tyranid Warrior kill team.

– If a fighter has more than two pairs 
of arms and carries a hand-to-hand 
weapon in each hand, then the fighter 
rolls one extra Attack dice in hand-to-
hand combat. Any hits are inflicted 
by cycling through the weapons they 
are using in an order chosen by the 
controlling player.

– The Disarm combat skill has no 
effect on Tyranid Warrior fighters: 
their weapons are a part of them!

TYRANID ALPHA Kill Team Leader Cost to recruit: 250 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Tyranid Alpha 5" 5 4 4 4 3 4 3 10
 
A Tyranid Alpha is a Warrior bioform that has been respawned many times over, 
learning more about how to kill its prey in each incarnation. In the absence of a 
more powerful Prime, a Warrior brood instinctively follows its Alpha’s command.

Wargear: A Tyranid Alpha has a pair of scything talons and a chitin carapace. 
In addition, a Tyranid Alpha must be armed with one item chosen from the 
Tyranid Hand-to-Hand Bio-weapons or Basic Bio-weapons list. A Tyranid Alpha 
can also be armed with items chosen from the Biomorphs list.

TYRANID WARRIOR Trooper Cost to recruit: 200 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Tyranid Warrior 5" 5 3 4 4 3 4 3 10
 
Tyranid Warriors are the mainstay of a Tyranid kill team, each a towering 
monstrosity that can swiftly and easily overcome many times its own number.

Wargear: A Tyranid Warrior has a pair of scything talons and a chitin carapace. 
In addition, a Tyranid Warrior must be armed with one item chosen from 
the Tyranid Hand-to-Hand Bio-weapons or Basic Bio-weapons list. A Tyranid 
Warrior can also be armed with items chosen from the Biomorphs list.

TYRANID NEW-SPAWN New Recruit Cost to recruit: 175 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Tyranid New-spawn 5" 4 3 4 4 3 4 3 10
 
New-spawn are Tyranid Warriors that are on their first cycle, the biomass used to 
create them drawn from the hive fleet’s most recently devoured prey-world. Yet to 
underestimate such a creature is folly, for all are deadly adversaries.

Wargear: A Tyranid New-spawn has a pair of scything talons and a chitin 
carapace. In addition, a Tyranid New-spawn must be armed with one item 
chosen from the Tyranid Hand-to-Hand Bio-weapons or Basic Bio-weapons 
list. A Tyranid New-spawn can also be armed with items chosen from the 
Biomorphs list.

TYRANID GUN-BEAST Specialist Cost to recruit: 225 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Tyranid Gun-beast 5" 4 4 4 4 3 4 3 10
 
Gun-beasts are easily identified by the huge bio-cannons bonded to their 
secondary limbs, weapons possessed of a rudimentary sentience of their own.

Wargear: A Tyranid Gun-beast has a pair of scything talons and a chitin 
carapace. In addition, a Tyranid Gun-beast must be armed with one item 
chosen from the Tyranid Hand-to-Hand Bio-weapons, Basic Bio-weapons or 
Bio-cannons list. A Tyranid Gun-beast can also be armed with items chosen 
from the Biomorphs list.

TYRANID WARRIOR KILL TEAMS



TYRANID WEAPON AND BIOMORPH LISTS
Biomorphs
Adrenal glands........................................................ 10 points
Toxin sacs ................................................................ 10 points
Extended chitin carapace ...................................... 15 points
Flesh hooks ............................................................. 15 points
Acid blood ...............................................................20 points

Hand-to-Hand Bio-weapons
Pair of scything talons ........................................... 10 points
Pair of rending claws ..............................................25 points
Lash whip and bonesword ................................... 100 points
Pair of boneswords ............................................... 125 points

Basic Bio-weapons
Pair of spinefists .....................................................25 points
Deathspitter ............................................................ 45 points

Bio-cannons
Barbed strangler ................................................... 150 points
Venom cannon ...................................................... 165 points

RESUPPLYING A TYRANID WARRIOR KILL TEAM
When you are resupplying your kill team, a fighter from 
a Tyranid Warrior kill team can replace any of its Hand-
to-Hand Bio-weapons, Basic Bio-weapons and/or Bio-
cannons for another weapon as appropriate (provided 
that you also have enough points to do so).

For example, if your kill team included a Tyranid 
Warrior armed with a pair of scything talons and a 
deathspitter, you could replace its scything talons with a 
lash whip and bonesword for the cost of 100 points.



HAND-TO-HAND BIO-WEAPONS
BONESWORD
Boneswords are living monomolecular blades that can drain 
the life-force of their victims.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user +2  D3  -3

Paired: A fighter attacking with two boneswords can re-roll 
To Wound rolls in the hand-to-hand phase. 

Parry: A fighter with a bonesword is able to parry; a fighter 
with a pair of boneswords can make two parries.

LASH WHIP
Lash whips can be used either to entangle enemy weapons 
or flense flesh from bone.  

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -1

Entangling Lash: You can force one enemy model in hand-
to-hand combat with this model to roll one less Attack 
dice (to a minimum of 1).

PAIR OF RENDING CLAWS
These claws can tear through armour as if it were clay.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -2

Paired: If a fighter has two pairs of rending claws, they can 
re-roll To Wound rolls in the hand-to-hand phase.

PAIR OF SCYTHING TALONS
Scything talons are vicious blades of chitin that can slash 
apart their victims in a welter of blood.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -1

Paired: If a fighter has two or more pairs of scything 
talons, they can re-roll To Wound rolls in the hand-to-
hand phase.

Scything Strikes: A fighter with two pairs of scything talons 
adds 1 to its Weapon Skill in hand-to-hand combat. A 
fighter with three pairs of scything talons adds 2 to its 
Weapon Skill in hand-to-hand combat instead.

BASIC BIO-WEAPONS
DEATHSPITTER
This multi-creature symbiote fires maggot-like organisms 
with corrosive innards that explode against their targets in 
showers of caustic slime.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-9" 9-18" - - 5 1 -1 5+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

DEVOURER
These weapons fling worm-like creatures that burrow into 
their victim’s flesh and eat their way through its nervous 
system to the brain.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-9" 9-18" - - 4 1 - 4+

Living Ammunition: You can re-roll failed To Wound rolls 
for shots fired with this weapon.

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

PAIR OF SPINEFISTS
This weapon-creature, typically carried in pairs, launches 
salvoes of spines that rip through the flesh of its target.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-8" 8-16" +2 - 3 1 - 3+

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

BIO-CANNONS
BARBED STRANGLER
These weapons fire seed pods that grow to maturity in 
seconds, spreading out hooked tendrils in all directions.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-18" 18-36" - - 4 1 -1 5+

Large Blast: A barbed strangler’s vicious tendrils spear out 
over a large area, and so uses the large blast template.

WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT



VENOM CANNON
These powerful bio-weapons fire salvoes of corrosive crystals 
at tremendous velocities which shatter on impact to shred 
the foe.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-18" 18-36" - - 6 1 -2 5+

Sustained Fire: 2 dice.

BIOMORPHS
ACID BLOOD
The alien blood spilt from certain Tyranids is so corrosive 
that it can eat through ceramite armour and dissolve flesh 
in mere moments.

If a fighter with the acid blood biomorph suffers any 
wounds in hand-to-hand combat, each enemy fighter in 
the same combat must take an Initiative test after all of 
the winner’s hits have been resolved (but before another 
opponent fights in the case of a multiple combat). Each 
model that fails the test suffers a Strength 3 hit with a Save 
Modifier of -4.

ADRENAL GLANDS
Adrenal glands saturate their host’s bodies with chemicals 
that boost the creature’s metabolism to a hyperactive state 
of frenzy.

Add 1 to the Movement characteristic of a fighter with 
adrenal glands.

CHITIN CARAPACE
The hide and head of many large Tyranid warrior-beasts are 
protected by large plates of toughened natural armour.

A fighter with a chitin carapace has a basic armour save 
of 5+.

EXTENDED CHITIN CARAPACE
A Tyranid organism with an extended chitin 
carapace boasts many bony protrusions and a heavily 
reinforced exoskeleton.

A fighter with an extended chitin carapace has a basic 
armour save of 4+.

FLESH HOOKS
Flesh hooks are attached to a Tyranid’s ribcage by ropy 
tendrils and allow it to scale sheer surfaces.

A fighter with flesh hooks treats any wall or barrier 
that is more than 2" high as difficult terrain instead of 
impassable terrain.

TOXIN SACS
These parasitic glands secrete vile fluids, coating the 
Tyranid’s claws, fangs and talons with a lethal variety of 
alien poisons.

A fighter with toxin sacs can re-roll To Wound rolls of 1 in 
hand-to-hand combat.

ZOANTHROPE PSYCHIC ABILITIES
WARP BLAST
Tapping into the raw power of the Hive Mind, the 
Zoanthrope unleashes it as a blast of pure Warp energy that 
arcs from its cranium and vaporises its prey.

In the shooting phase, a Zoanthrope can attempt to unleash 
a Warp Blast. To do so, it must first pass a Leadership test. If 
the test is passed, pick one of the two profiles shown below 
and resolve the attack as if the Zoanthrope were firing a 
ranged weapon. If the test is failed, it cannot unleash a 
Warp Blast this turn. However, if you roll a double 6 for this 
test, the Zoanthrope also suffers a wound with no saving 
throws of any kind allowed.

Burst

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" - - 5 1 -1 2+

Blast: A Warp Blast’s burst attack disperses its energy over a 
wider area, and so uses the small blast template.

Lance

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-9" 9-18" - - 10 D6 -5 2+

WARP FIELD
Zoanthropes project a potent Warp Field to protect 
themselves in battle – a mental shield that is invisible but for 
the slight shimmer when small-arms and heavy-weapons fire 
alike patters harmlessly against it.

A Zoanthrope has a 3+ invulnerable save.



RAVENER
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Ravener 6" 5 3 4 4 1 5 3 6
 
A serpent-bodied variation of the Tyranid Warrior, Raveners can swiftly burrow beneath the ground to ambush their prey. 
However, they lack a direct connection to the Hive Mind, so rely on synapse creatures for direction in battle.

Wargear: A Ravener has three pairs of scything talons and a chitin carapace. It may also do any of the following: 
Exchange one pair of scything talons for a pair of rending claws. 
Take a pair of spinefists, a deathspitter or a devourer.

Burrow: Once both kill teams have been set up, but before a mission begins, you may make three free run moves with this 
fighter. They may not do anything during these moves except run, and must remain at ground level at all times when they 
do so. They also may not move within 8" of an enemy.

Instinctive Behaviour: Raveners only benefit from the Synapse Creature special rule whilst they are within 12" of a friendly 
fighter from a Tyranid Warrior kill team (excluding other Raveners). If, at the start of your turn, a Ravener is not within 
synapse range, the only action it can make is to charge the nearest enemy fighter. If it makes it into hand-to-hand combat, 
it may fight as normal, but may otherwise perform no other actions that turn.

ZOANTHROPE
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Zoanthrope 4" 3 4 4 4 2 3 1 10
 
Zoanthropes are highly specialised organisms created solely to channel the psychic might of the Hive Mind. A Zoanthrope’s 
link to the synaptic web is such that, by flexing the merest part of its mind, it can rain incandescent power on the enemy.

Wargear: A Zoanthrope has the Warp Blast and Warp Field psychic abilites. In hand-to-hand combat, it counts as being 
equipped with a knife, but is always encumbered.

Bounty: If a Zoanthrope is down or out of action at the end of a mission, the enemy kill team secures an additional 
promethium cache.

Levitation: A Zoanthrope cannot hide, but it treats all terrain as open ground for the purposes of movement. However, it 
cannot end its move on impassable terrain.

TYRANID PRIME
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Tyranid Prime 5" 6 4 5 5 3 5 4 10
 
Tyranid Primes are the apex of the Tyranid Warrior strain, faster, stronger and smarter than the other Warriors they lead 
into battle, who instinctively emulate their deadly skill.

Wargear: A Tyranid Prime has a pair of scything talons and an extended chitin carapace. In addition, a Tyranid Prime must 
be armed with one item chosen from the Tyranid Hand-to-Hand Bio-weapons or Basic Bio-weapons list. It can also be 
equipped with any items from the Biomorphs list.

Apex Strain: All friendly fighters from a Tyranid Warrior kill team (but not special operatives) within 6" of a Tyranid Prime 
use its Weapon Skill and Ballistic Skill rather than their own, unless theirs is higher.

Combat Master: If a Tyranid Prime is attacked by multiple opponents in hand-to-hand combat, it uses their numbers 
against them. The enemy fighters don’t gain the multiple combat bonuses to their Attacks and Combat Score.

Premium Bounty: If a Tyranid Prime is down or out of action at the end of a mission, the enemy kill team secures D3 
additional promethium caches.

Killer Reputation: Tyranid Primes cause terror.

TYRANID SPECIAL OPERATIVES



The skill tables are used to determine what skills your 
fighters gain as they advance. Your fighters are restricted 
to specific skill tables depending upon their faction and 
whether they are a trooper, specialist or kill team leader.

The different characters of the factions mean that they 
each have contrasting areas of strength and weakness. For 
example, Skitarii Rangers are skilled at both ranged and 
close combat, while Tyranid Warriors are ferocious and 
possess inhuman strength.

Similarly, a fighter’s role counts for a great deal in terms 
of what skills they are able to learn. Kill team leaders and 

specialists have access to different skills that reflect their 
different roles to those of troopers in a kill team. New 
recruits, meanwhile, are still too green to pick up anything 
but the basics they need to fight alongside the other 
members of their kill team. New recruits cannot gain skills.

When a fighter gains a skill, pick a skill type that is available 
to them, roll two dice and consult the relevant table. You 
can choose one of the skills that correspond to the numbers 
rolled – your fighter gains that skill. If you roll the same 
number, re-roll one dice until you get another number. A 
fighter cannot gain the same skill twice – if the only skills 
you roll are skills they already have, re-roll the dice.

SKILLS

Skill types available

SUB-
FACTION ROLE Combat Ferocity Guerilla Agility Muscle Shooting Stealth
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The Adepta Sororitas is the 
Chamber Militant of the Adeptus 
Ministorum. Armed with bolt and 
blade, the warriors of this chamber 
are also known as the Sisters of 
Battle. Fanatical in their faith, 
they are committed to purging the 
galaxy of heretics and aliens with 
cleansing flame.

ADEPTA SORORITAS SPECIAL RULES
The following special rules apply to all 
of the members of an Adepta Sororitas 
kill team.

Shield of Faith: Models with this rule 
have a 6+ invulnerable save.

Light of the Emperor: Once per 
mission, at the beginning of your 
shooting phase or the hand-to-hand 
phase, you can use this ability. When 
you do, you can re-roll all To Hit 
rolls of 1 and all Attack rolls of 1 for 
all members of the kill team for the 
duration of the phase.

USING AN ADEPTA SORORITAS KILL TEAM
An Adepta Sororitas kill team follows 
all of the normal rules.

SISTER SUPERIOR Kill Team Leader Cost to recruit: 175 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Sister Superior 4" 4 4 3 3 1 4 2 9
 
A Sister Superior leads her junior sisters into battle, urging them on to greater 
efforts in their holy mission.

Wargear: A Sister Superior has a combat blade and power armour. In addition, 
a Sister Superior can be armed with items chosen from the Adepta Sororitas 
Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Basic Weapons, Special Weapons, Grenades 
and Miscellaneous equipment lists.

BATTLE SISTER Trooper Cost to recruit: 90 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Battle Sister 4" 3 4 3 3 1 3 1 8
 
The Battle Sisters are fanatical warriors, but well trained and well armed, each 
clad in power armour and bearing weapons blessed for their purpose.

Wargear: A Battle Sister has a combat blade and power armour. In addition, 
a Battle Sister can be armed with items chosen from the Adepta Sororitas 
Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Basic Weapons, Grenades and Miscellaneous 
equipment lists.

NOVITIATE New Recruit Cost to recruit: 80 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Novitiate 4" 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 8
 
A newly inducted member of the kill team, this Battle Sister’s training will be on 
the field of battle, where both her skills and her devotion will be tested.

Wargear: A Novitiate Battle Sister has a combat blade and power armour. In 
addition, a Battle Sister can be armed with items chosen from the Adepta 
Sororitas Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Basic Weapons, Grenades and 
Miscellaneous equipment lists.

GUNNER Specialist Cost to recruit: 100 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Gunner 4" 3 4 3 3 1 3 1 8
 
The strongest or most skilled Battle Sisters are nominated as gunners, and 
entrusted with some of the most potent weaponry carried into battle by the 
warriors of the Adepta Sororitas.

Wargear: A Battle Sister Gunner has a combat blade and power armour. In 
addition, a Battle Sister Gunner can be armed with items chosen from the 
Adepta Sororitas Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Special Weapons, Heavy 
Weapons, Grenades and Miscellaneous equipment lists.

ADEPTA SORORITAS KILL TEAMS



Pistols
Bolt pistol ................................................................25 points
Plasma pistol* ......................................................... 50 points
* Sister Superior only

Basic Weapons
Boltgun .................................................................... 35 points

Special Weapons
Flamer* ...................................................................40 points
Storm bolter ............................................................ 55 points
Combi-flamer** ...................................................... 55 points
Condemnor boltgun** .......................................... 55 points
Combi-melta** ........................................................ 65 points
Meltagun* ............................................................... 95 points
Heavy flamer* ....................................................... 100 points
* Specialist only
** Sister Superior only

Heavy Weapons
Heavy bolter .......................................................... 180 points
Multi-melta ............................................................ 190 points

ADEPTA SORORITAS WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT LISTS
Grenades
Frag grenades .........................................................25 points
Melta bombs* ..........................................................30 points
Krak grenades .........................................................40 points 
* Sister Superior only

Miscellaneous
Red-dot laser sight ..................................................20 points
Telescopic sight* .....................................................20 points
Simulacrum Imperialis** ...................................... 50 points
Weapon reload ..........................Half cost of weapon in points
* Cannot be fitted to a flamer, heavy flamer or meltagun.
** Battle Sister only. Only one Simulacrum Imperialis 
per kill team.

Hand-to-Hand Weapons
Combat blade ............................................................5 points
Chainsword* ...........................................................25 points
Power maul or power sword*................................. 50 points
* Sister Superior only



HAND-TO-HAND WEAPONS
EVISCERATOR
These massive chainblades have a terrifying reputation 
for the damage they can inflict on even the most heavily 
armoured target.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user +3  D3  -3

Two-handed: It requires two hands to swing a massive 
weapon, so it can never be used together with 
another weapon.

Mighty Blow: The sheer mass of a massive weapon combined 
with the momentum of a charge makes it difficult to 
retaliate against such an onslaught. If the wielder charged 
into combat this turn then their opponent rolls one less 
Attack dice for the duration of the turn (to a minimum 
of 1).

Draws: Due to the ponderous lurching swing required to 
wield this weapon, the wielder’s opponent is likely to catch 
them on the upswing. If the combat ends in a draw then 
the wielder’s Initiative is halved when working out which 
fighter wins.

Noisy: This weapon emits a loud and distinctive sound, so 
must test to see if the alarm is raised when used during 
missions such as The Raid.

PISTOLS
HAND FLAMERS
A compact version of the flamer, this weapon is nonetheless 
terrifyingly effective against lightly armoured enemies.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-2" 2-4" +3 +2 3 1 -1 5+

Ammo Roll: The hand flamer is required to take an Ammo 
roll each and every time it fires or is used in hand-to-
hand combat.

INFERNO PISTOL
Inferno pistols are ruinously effective, if short-ranged, 
and capable of melting their way through blast doors or 
vaporising flesh in an instant.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-4" 4-8" - -1 8 D6 -5 5+

SPECIAL WEAPONS
COMBI-FLAMER
The combi-flamer combines the prodigious stopping power 
of a boltgun with a single-shot flamer unit, perfect for 
filling a crawlway or ruin with scouring flame. 

A combi-flamer can be fired either as a boltgun or a 
flamer, but can only be fired as a flamer once per game. 
If an Ammo roll is failed for a combi-flamer before the 
flamer is fired, then the flamer can be used once, but the 
boltgun can no longer be fired. Weapon reloads only apply 
to the boltgun, and cannot be purchased for the flamer. 
Telescopic and red-dot laser sights purchased for a combi-
flamer only apply when firing it as a boltgun.

COMBI-MELTA
Combining a boltgun and a single-shot melta unit, the 
combi-melta all but guarantees the death of a single, deeply 
unfortunate foe. 

A combi-melta can be fired either as a boltgun or a 
meltagun, but can only be fired as a meltagun once per 
game. If an Ammo roll is failed for a combi-melta before 
the meltagun is fired, then the meltagun can be used once, 
but the boltgun can no longer be fired. Weapon reloads 
only apply to the boltgun, and cannot be purchased for the 
meltagun. Telescopic and red-dot laser sights purchased for 
a combi-melta only apply when firing it as a boltgun.

CONDEMNOR BOLTGUN
Combining a boltgun with a single-shot crossbow armature, 
these archaic-seeming weapons fire a silver stake engraved 
with sigils of disruption that destabilise a psyker’s 
connection with the Warp.

A condemnor boltgun can be fired either as a boltgun or 
a crossbow, but can only be fired as a crossbow once per 
game. If an Ammo roll is failed for a condemnor boltgun 
before the crossbow is fired, then the crossbow can be 
used once, but the boltgun can no longer be fired. Weapon 
reloads only apply to the boltgun, and cannot be purchased 
for the crossbow. 

The crossbow has the following profile:

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" +1 - 5 1 0 Auto

Psi-shock: When this weapon is used to target a Grey 
Knights fighter, a Shadowseer or a Zoanthrope, its 
Damage characteristic is 3 rather than 1.

WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT



HEAVY WEAPONS
MULTI-MELTA
A more powerful version of the meltagun, this weapon is 
easily capable of destroying battle tanks at close range. In 
the tangle of the Promethium Sprawl it provides devastating 
firepower and can cut a quick path to victory.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" - - 8 D6 -5 5+

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
JUMP PACK
Sisters Seraphim use jump packs to make leaping bounds 
across the battlefield on wings of flame. 

A fighter with a jump pack treats all terrain as open ground 
for the purposes of movement, but can’t end its move on 
impassable terrain.

SIMULACRUM IMPERIALIS
These holy symbols of the Ecclesiarchy were once carried by 
one of the Imperium’s many saints. They are wellsprings of 
inspiration and faith, and it is a great honour to carry such 
an irreplaceable relic into battle.

If a member of your kill team is carrying a Simulacrum 
Imperialis and is not down or broken, you can use the 
Light of the Emperor rule a second time in a mission. 
A Battle Sister carrying a Simulacrum Imperialis is 
always encumbered.



SISTER REPENTIA
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
Sister Repentia 4" 4 4 3 3 1 3 2 8
 
Armed only with her faith and a ceremonial eviscerator with which to strike down the Emperor’s enemies, a Sister Repentia 
seeks redemption for some transgression in the fires of battle.

Wargear: A Sister Repentia has an eviscerator.

Redemptive Rage: A Sister Repentia always recovers from pinning at the start of your turn, even if there is no friendly 
fighter within 2". No Initiative test is required.

Spirit of the Martyr: When you use your kill team’s Light of the Emperor rule, do not re-roll Attack rolls of 1 for a Sister 
Repentia. Instead, she gets a 3+ invulnerable save until the end of the phase.

CELESTIAN
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Celestian 4" 4 4 3 3 1 4 2 9
 
Celestians are the finest and noblest warriors of their Order, armed with the weapons and wargear necessary to face a wide 
variety of threats. Their greatest asset, however, is their unshakeable faith, which allows them to strike at the enemies of the 
Imperium with unmatched zeal.

Wargear: A Celestian has a combat blade, a boltgun, a bolt pistol, frag grenades, krak grenades and power armour. She may 
also do one of the following:

 Exchange her boltgun for a flamer, meltagun or storm bolter. 
Exchange her boltgun for a heavy flamer, heavy bolter or multi-melta.

Hand of the Emperor: When you use your kill team’s Light of the Emperor rule, do not re-roll Attack rolls of 1 for a 
Celestian. Instead, she gets a +2 combat modifier (instead of a +1 modifier) if she charged this turn.

SERAPHIM
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Seraphim 8" 4 4 3 3 1 3 1 8
 
This angelic warrior’s faith burns so brightly that it appears the Emperor himself guides her actions, as she descends on 
wings of fire and employs her two pistols to vanquish the fiercest foes.

Wargear: A Seraphim has two bolt pistols, frag grenades, krak grenades, power armour and a jump pack. She may exchange 
her two bolt pistols for two hand flamers or two inferno pistols.

Angelic Visage: You can re-roll failed invulnerable saves for this model.

Gunfighter: This fighter can use two pistols at once, granting her an extra shooting attack when she shoots, following the 
usual rules. She can only use this extra attack when armed with a pistol in each hand, and when she does so she cannot 
use the Crack Shot or Fast Shot skills. 

The Emperor’s Deliverance: When you use your kill team’s Light of the Emperor rule, do not re-roll To Hit rolls or Attack 
rolls of 1 for a Seraphim. Instead, you can re-roll failed wound rolls for her attacks until the end of the phase.

ADEPTA SORORITAS SPECIAL OPERATIVES



The skill tables are used to determine what skills your 
fighters gain as they advance. Your fighters are restricted 
to specific skill tables depending upon their faction and 
whether they are a trooper, specialist or kill team leader. 

The different characters of the factions mean that they 
each have contrasting areas of strength and weakness. For 
example, as well-equipped and well-trained warriors, Sisters 
of Battle are very effective at shooting, while Ork Boyz 
favour skills that employ their brute force. 

Similarly, a fighter’s role counts for a great deal in terms 
of what skills they are able to learn. Kill team leaders and 

specialists have access to different skills that reflect their 
different roles to those of troopers in a kill team. New 
recruits, meanwhile, are still too green to pick up anything 
but the basics they need to fight alongside the other 
members of their kill team. New recruits cannot gain skills.

When a fighter gains a skill, pick a skill type that is available 
to them, roll two dice and consult the relevant table. You 
can choose one of the skills that correspond to the numbers 
rolled – your fighter gains that skill. If you roll the same 
number, re-roll one dice until you get another number. A 
fighter cannot gain the same skill twice – if the only skills 
you roll are skills they already have, re-roll the dice.

SKILLS

Skill types available

SUB-
FACTION ROLE Combat Ferocity Guerilla Agility Muscle Shooting Stealth
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The Ordo Xenos is the arm of the 
Inquisition tasked with defeating the 
alien in all its loathsome forms. Never 
more so has this solemn duty been 
tested than during the second great 
Ork invasion of war-torn Armageddon.

INQUISITION SPECIAL RULES
The following special rule applies to 
all of the members of an Inquisition 
kill team.

Alien Hunters: When an Inquisition 
fighter attacks a ‘Xenos’ fighter in 
hand-to-hand combat, they score 
critical hits on rolls of 5 or 6 instead 
of 6. ‘Xenos’ fighters are fighters 
or special operatives belonging 
to any of the following kill teams: 
Orks, Craftworld Eldar, Dark Eldar 
Wych Cults, Harlequin Troupes, 
Genestealer Cult Hybrids, Tyranid 
Warriors, Necrons, Tau Empire 
Pathfinders.

USING AN INQUISITION KILL TEAM
A Inquisition kill team follows 
all of the normal rules, with the 
following exceptions:

– An Inquisition kill team consists of 
3-10 models.

– To represent their varied origins, 
each time you recruit an Inquisitorial 
Acolyte, you can apply a +1 bonus 
to that fighter’s Weapon Skill or to 
their Ballistic Skill. This bonus is 
permanent, and cannot be changed at 
a later time. Furthermore, each time 
an Inquisitorial Initiate earns their 
third Mission Completed mark and is 
promoted to a Trooper, you can choose 
to apply either a +1 Weapon Skill or +1 
Ballistic Skill characteristic bonus to 
their profile.

ORDO XENOS INQUISITOR Kill Team Leader Cost to recruit: 225 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Ordo Xenos Inquisitor 4" 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 10
 
An Inquisitor is a shrewd and steely leader of men, commanding a level of power 
and authority that is all but unrivalled within the Imperium. The agents of the 
Ordo Xenos dedicate themselves to the destruction of alien threats in every form, 
and gather warbands of like-minded and fiercely loyal warriors to their side to 
aid them in this cause.

Wargear: An Ordo Xenos Inquisitor has a combat blade and carapace armour. In 
addition, an Ordo Xenos Inquisitor can be armed with items chosen from the 
Inquisition Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Basic Weapons, Special Weapons, 
Ammunition, Grenades and Miscellaneous equipment lists.

INQUISITORIAL ACOLYTE Trooper Cost to recruit: 65 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Inquisitorial Acolyte 4" 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 8
 
Whether they began life as bodyguards, bounty hunters, underhive gangers or 
any of a thousand other callings before being recruited by their master, Acolytes 
are skilled and resourceful assets to any Inquisitor.

Wargear: An Inquisitorial Acolyte has a combat blade and flak armour. In 
addition, an Inquisitorial Acolyte can be armed with items chosen from the 
Inquisition Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Basic Weapons, Special Weapons, 
Ammunition, Grenades, and Miscellaneous equipment lists.

INQUISITORIAL INITIATE New Recruit Cost to recruit: 50 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
   Inquisitorial Initiate 4" 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 7
 
Inquisitors are always on the lookout for potential recruits who display the 
qualities required to aid them in their grave duty of protecting Mankind.

Wargear: An Inquisitorial Initiate has a combat blade and flak armour. In 
addition, an Inquisitorial Initiate can be armed with items chosen from the 
Inquisition Hand-to-Hand Weapons, Pistols, Basic Weapons, Ammunition, 
Grenades, and Miscellaneous equipment lists.

CRUSADER Specialist Cost to recruit: 85 points
   M WS BS S T W I A Ld
  Crusader 4" 4 3 3 3 1 3 1 8
 
Crusaders are amongst the most elite soldiery available to agents of the 
Inquisition without requisitioning military assets from outside their organisation. 
Each Crusader is an implacable warrior, hand-picked for their skill at arms and 
dedication to the Imperium.

Wargear: A Crusader has a combat blade and carapace armour. In addition, a 
Crusader can be armed with items chosen from the Inquisition Hand-to-Hand 
Weapons, Pistols, Grenades and Miscellaneous equipment lists.

INQUISITION KILL TEAMS



Hand-to-Hand Weapons
Combat blade ............................................................5 points
Chainsword .............................................................25 points
Scythian venom talon* ..........................................30 points
Power maul or power sword .................................. 50 points
* Ordo Xenos Inquisitor only

Pistols
Autopistol ................................................................ 15 points
Laspistol .................................................................. 15 points
Bolt pistol ................................................................25 points
Needle pistol* .........................................................30 points
Plasma pistol ........................................................... 50 points
* Ordo Xenos Inquisitor only

Basic Weapons
Autogun ..................................................................20 points
Shotgun ...................................................................20 points
Lasgun .....................................................................25 points
Boltgun .................................................................... 35 points
Sniper rifle ..............................................................40 points

Special Weapons
Combi-flamer* ........................................................ 55 points
Storm bolter ............................................................ 55 points
Combi-melta* .......................................................... 65 points
* Ordo Xenos Inquisitor only

INQUISITION WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT LISTS
Ammunition
Hot-shot laser power pack ..................................... 15 points
Toxic rounds* .........................................................20 points
* Can be purchased for needle pistols and sniper 
rifles only

Grenades
Frag grenades .........................................................25 points
Melta bombs ............................................................30 points
Rad grenades .......................................................... 35 points
Krak grenades .........................................................40 points

Miscellaneous
Camo gear .................................................................5 points
Clip harness ............................................................ 10 points
Digital weapons* .................................................... 10 points
Power armour* ....................................................... 10 points
Uluméathi plasma syphon* ................................... 10 points
Photo-visor .............................................................. 15 points
Red-dot laser sight ..................................................20 points
Telescopic sight** ...................................................20 points
Storm shield*** ...................................................... 50 points
Weapon re-load ........................Half cost of weapon in points
* Ordo Xenos Inquisitor only
** Cannot be fitted to a shotgun
*** Ordo Xenos Inquisitor or Crusader only



HAND-TO-HAND WEAPONS
ARCO-FLAIL
An Arco-flagellant’s arms are often replaced with bionic 
whips, blades or flails.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user  1  -

Lashing Blows: Opposing fighters may not parry against a 
fighter armed with an arco-flail.

SCYTHIAN VENOM TALON
A relic of a xenos race of warrior-monks, the dagger-
like venom talon is able to incapacitate a foe with the 
slightest scratch.

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat (As user)  1  -

Toxic: No To Wound roll is required when a target is hit 
with this weapon: if the target is hit then the toxins 
automatically inflict 1 wound. Armour may still save a 
target as normal. Note this only applies against living 
targets. If this weapon hits an unliving target, then a 
normal To Wound roll must be made using the Strength 
shown in the profile. A target suffering their final wound 
from this weapon does not roll on the standard Injury 
table. Instead, roll on the table below both when the 
injury is inflicted and in subsequent recovery phases.

 D6 Result

 1  No Effect: The toxin has no effect or wears off. 
The target may continue to fight in the same way 
as if they had suffered a flesh wound except that 
they suffer no penalties to their Weapon Skill or 
Ballistic Skill.

 2-4  Comatose: The target is knocked comatose and 
falls to the ground. The model counts as down 
except that they cannot move.

 5-6  Out of Action: The target slumps lifelessly to the 
ground. They may be dead or barely living, but 
are overcome by the toxin for the rest of the game. 
Remove the model as you would any other that was 
out of action.

If this weapon hits a model that is already down and inflicts 
a Comatose result, then the model must roll on the chart 
above in subsequent recovery phases instead of the standard 
Injury table.

EXECUTIONER GREATBLADE
An exquisitely crafted and perfectly weighted blade forged 
for the sole purpose of turning death-dealing into an 
art form.  

Range  Strength  Damage  Save Mod.

Close Combat As user+3  D3  -3

Parry: A fighter with an executioner greatblade is able to 
parry (pg 42).

Two-handed: Though finely balanced, it still requires two 
hands to swing such a blade, so it can never be used 
together with another weapon.

PISTOLS
AUTOPISTOL
The autopistol is a rapid-firing automatic pistol that is both 
easy to manufacture and simple to use, making it a popular 
weapon amongst all Imperial agents.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-8" 8-16" +2 - 3 1 - 4+

HAND FLAMER
A compact version of the flamer, this weapon is nonetheless 
terrifyingly effective against lightly armoured enemies.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-2" 2-4" +3 +2 3 1 -1 5+

Ammo Roll: The hand flamer is required to take an Ammo 
roll each and every time it fires or is used in hand-to-
hand combat.

INFERNO PISTOL
Inferno pistols are ruinously effective, if short-ranged, 
and capable of melting their way through blast doors or 
vaporising flesh in an instant.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-4" 4-8" - -1 8 D6 -5 5+

WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT



NEEDLE PISTOL
Needle pistols are sophisticated handguns whose operation 
is silent, invisible and deadly.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-8" 8-16" +2 - 3 1 -1 6+

Silent: This weapon emits no noise, so doesn’t need to test 
to see if the alarm is raised when used during missions 
such as The Raid.

BASIC WEAPONS
AUTOGUN
Autoguns are manufactured in factories and underhive 
workshops across the Imperium. A sturdy frame combined 
with a high rate of fire makes an autogun a reliable and 
unsurprisingly popular weapon on many an Imperial world.

 ⌐Range¬ ⌐To Hit¬ Save Ammo
 Short Long Short Long Str. Dam. Mod. Roll

 0-12" 12-24" +1 - 3 1 - 4+

SPECIAL WEAPONS
COMBI-FLAMER
The combi-flamer combines the prodigious stopping power 
of a boltgun with a single-shot flamer unit, perfect for 
filling a crawlway or ruin with scouring flame.

A combi-flamer can be fired either as a boltgun or a 
flamer, but can only be fired as a flamer once per game. 
If an Ammo roll is failed for a combi-flamer before the 
flamer is fired, then the flamer can be used once, but the 
boltgun can no longer be fired. Weapon reloads only apply 
to the boltgun, and cannot be purchased for the flamer. 
Telescopic and red-dot laser sights purchased for a combi-
flamer only apply when firing it as a boltgun.

COMBI-MELTA
Combining a boltgun and a single-shot melta unit, the 
combi-melta all but guarantees the death of a single, deeply 
unfortunate foe.

A combi-melta can be fired either as a boltgun or a 
meltagun, but can only be fired as a meltagun once per 
game. If an Ammo roll is failed for a combi-melta before 
the meltagun is fired, then the meltagun can be used once, 
but the boltgun can no longer be fired. Weapon reloads 
only apply to the boltgun, and cannot be purchased for the 
meltagun. Telescopic and red-dot laser sights purchased for 
a combi-melta only apply when firing it as a boltgun.

GRENADES
RAD GRENADES
Rad grenades detonate in a shower of tiny contaminated 
fragments. Enemies that survive the grenade’s initial 
explosion will feel its debilitating influence for some 
time afterwards.

Strength   Damage   Save Mod.

 3   1   -

Large Blast: A rad grenade is designed to sow its irradiated 
payload over a wide area, and hence uses the large blast 
template.

Rad Sickness: Each time a fighter suffers an unsaved wound 
from a rad grenade but is not taken out of action, subtract 
1 from their Toughness (to a minimum of 1) for the rest 
of the game.

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
DIGITAL WEAPONS
Digital weapons are concealed lasers fitted into rings, 
bionic implants or the knuckles of a glove. They lack range, 
but can be used in melee to take advantage of an enemy’s 
exposed weakness.

If a fighter is equipped with digital weapons and is fighting 
in hand-to-hand combat, the first time an opponent fumbles 
(rolls a 1) in a round of close combat, add 2 to the fighter’s 
score instead of 1.

JUMP PACK
The Vanguard Veterans of the Deathwatch use jump packs 
to swiftly close upon their prey, ensuring that none escape 
the Emperor’s wrath. 

A fighter with a jump pack treats all terrain as open ground 
for the purposes of movement, but can’t end its move on 
impassable terrain.

ULUMÉATHI PLASMA SYPHON
This peculiar array of alien crystals creates a distorting 
resonance on the frequencies used by plasma weaponry, 
causing such guns to fire more wildly, making it almost 
impossible to keep them on target.

Enemy fighters suffer a -2 to hit modifier when targeting a 
fighter equipped with an Uluméathi plasma syphon with a 
plasma pistol, plasma gun or plasma caliver.



ARCO-FLAGELLANT
    M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Arco-flagellant  5" 5 1 5 3 1 3 3 8
 
As punishment for their heinous transgressions, Arco-flagellants are augmented with extensive physical surgery before 
being mentally reconditioned into berserk killing machines. When their trigger word is given, they hurtle towards their foes 
and set about them with a lethal array of flails, blades and whips with no thought of self-preservation.

Wargear: An Arco-flagellant has two arco-flails.

Berserk Charge: An Arco-flagellant’s combat modifier for charging is +2, rather than +1.

Insensate to Pain: Arco-flagellants cannot be pinned by shooting attacks, unless they are from high-impact weapons. 
In addition, use the following table instead of the usual one when making an Injury roll for an Arco-flagellant in the 
recovery phase:

 D6 Result
 1-3 Flesh Wound
 4-5 Down
 6 Out of Action

DEATH CULT ASSASSIN
    M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Death Cult Assassin  6" 5 3 4 3 1 6 2 8
 
Death Cult Assassins are merciless and deadly warrior adepts that are fanatically dedicated to the Imperial Creed. They do 
not discriminate between the different Ordos of the Inquisition they commonly serve – the opportunity to slay the enemies 
of Mankind in battle for the glory of the Emperor is reward enough.

Wargear: A Death Cult Assassin has two combat blades and two power swords. She may exchange her two power swords for 
an executioner greatblade.

Killer Reputation: Death Cult Assassins cause fear.

Uncanny Reflexes: Death Cult Assassins have a 5+ invulnerable save.

DEATHWATCH VETERAN
    M WS BS S T W I A Ld
 Deathwatch Veteran  4" 4 4 4 4 1 4 2 9
 
Deathwatch Veterans are the Imperium’s foremost alien hunters, and are often called upon to fight alongside the forces of 
the Ordo Xenos to ensure victory over those that would threaten Mankind.

Wargear: A Deathwatch Veteran has a boltgun with hellfire bolts and a telescopic sight or red-dot laser sight, frag and krak 
grenades and power armour. He may also do either of the following:

  Take a silencer for his boltgun, giving it the Silent rule (pg 61), or take a power maul, power sword or storm shield. 
Exchange his boltgun with hellfire bolts for a power maul and storm shield, a power sword and storm shield, or a shotgun.

DEATHWATCH VANGUARD VETERAN
    M WS BS S T W I A Ld
Deathwatch Vgd. Veteran  4" 4 4 4 4 1 4 2 9
 
The Deathwatch share a common purpose with the Ordo Xenos, and their Vanguard Veterans make for valuable shock 
assault assets.

Wargear: A Deathwatch Vanguard Veteran has a bolt pistol with hellfire bolts, a chainsword, frag and krak grenades, power 
armour and a jump pack. He may also do any of the following:

 Exchange his chainsword for a lightning claw, power fist, power maul, power sword or thunder hammer. 
Exchange his bolt pistol with hellfire bolts for a hand flamer, inferno pistol or plasma pistol. 
Exchange his chainsword and bolt pistol with hellfire bolts for two lightning claws.

INQUISITION SPECIAL OPERATIVES



The skill tables are used to determine what skills your 
fighters gain as they advance. Your fighters are restricted 
to specific skill tables depending upon their faction and 
whether they are a trooper, specialist or kill team leader. 

The different characters of the factions mean that they 
each have contrasting areas of strength and weakness. For 
example, as they have a variety of backgrounds, Inquisition 
kill teams include warriors with a variety of eclectic skills, 
while Ork Boyz tend to favour using simple brute force.

Similarly, a fighter’s role counts for a great deal in terms 
of what skills they are able to learn. Kill team leaders and 

specialists have access to different skills that reflect their 
different roles to those of troopers in a kill team. New 
recruits, meanwhile, are still too green to pick up anything 
but the basics they need to fight alongside the other 
members of their kill team. New recruits cannot gain skills.

When a fighter gains a skill, pick a skill type that is available 
to them, roll two dice and consult the relevant table. You 
can choose one of the skills that correspond to the numbers 
rolled – your fighter gains that skill. If you roll the same 
number, re-roll one dice until you get another number. A 
fighter cannot gain the same skill twice – if the only skills 
you roll are skills they already have, re-roll the dice.

SKILLS

Skill types available
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